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WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY JOHN C. BRANNER.

(Read May 13, 1897.)

Introduction.

In 1890-92 Dr. George H. Ashley, the author of the present

paper, was entrusted with the study of that part of the Paleozoic

region of southwestern Arkansas lying between the Lower Silurian

Novaculite area or the Ouachita uplift on the north, and the Creta-

ceous area on the south. This paper gives the principal results of

Dr. Ashley's work. Properly speaking it is a part of the official

reports of the Geological Survey of Arkansas, but the survey was

abolished by the Legislature in 1893, and no provisions were made

for printing the several unpublished volumes.

Mr. Ashley was ably assisted during one field season by Prof. A.

H. Purdue, now Professor of Geology at the Arkansas Industrial

University, and other valuable additions were made to the work by

Mr. John H. Means, who as assistant on the State Survey has

worked up the geology of the Lower Coal Measures north of the

Ouachita uplift. Some notes were also furnished by Dr. J. P.

Smith, formerly assistant geologist on the Arkansas Survey, now
Professor of Paleontology in the Leland Stanford, Jr., University.

The northern border of the Cretaceous rocks was traced by Dr. O.

P. Hay.

The limited time that could be spent upon the geology of the

region discussed in this paper, the folded and faulted condition of

the rocks, the absence of fossils and the lack of good maps have

made it impossible for the author to enter into details regarding

the geologic history of the area.

The divisions I have made of the rocks and the reasons for mak-

ing them are accepted, not as altogether satisfactory, but simply as

the best that can be offered under the circumstances. The beds I

have called the base of the Coal Measures are the novaculite con-

glomerates exposed at Hot Springs. The reason for considering
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these beds as the top of the Lower Silurian or the bottom of the

Coal Measures is simply that the novaculites, as considerable beds,

end abruptly with this stratum, and because this bed is a conglom-

erate. It will be seen that there are some thin and unimportant

beds of novaculite above this horizon, but they are no more to be

compared with the novaculites below it than are the coal beds of

the Devonian to be compared with those of the Carboniferous.

So far as I can judge from my own observations there is no

marked unconformity between the Lower Silurian rocks and the

Lower Coal Measures rocks, and that in spite of the fact that there

are no Devonian rocks known to be such in this part of the State.

The conglomerate, however, suggests the possibility of such an

unconformity, and it is quite possible that the disturbed condition

of the rocks has caused such a gap to be overlooked.

Mention is made at several places of a stratum of supposed

igneous rocks interbedded with the sedimentary ones, and assumed

by Dr. Ashley to be everywhere at the same horizon. There is

some doubt in my mind as to whether this bed is everywhere the

same, and also as to whether it is really igneous. There is no

doubt but that the bed discovered by Dr. J. P. Smith in 5 south,

32 west, section i, is a tuff, but at other places the rock is so

changed by decomposition that it is not possible to say with cer-

tainty what the original materials were. It is also suggested by the

author that these beds are to be correlated with similar rocks sup-

posed to be volcanic tuffs and found about Cushman, Independence

county, in the northern part of the State. But this north Arkansas

bed turns out to be a phosphate deposit, and a chemical analysis of

one of Dr. Ashley's specimens from southwest Arkansas shows it to

contain an equivalent of nine per cent, of calcium phosphate.^

To the little proof here given of the age of these Lower Coal

Measures rocks should be added that I have found Calamites in

this series on the west bank of the Ouachita river in 5 south, 18

west, section 32. Attention should also be directed to the notes of

Prof. C. S. Prosser on the " Lower Carboniferous Plants from the

Ouachita Uplift," published in the Novaculite Report of the Arkan-

sas Survey (Vol. iii, 1890, pp. 423, 424). Prof. Prosser's notes

are upon fossils found north of the region described in the present

See " The Phosphate Deposits of Arkansas," by John C. Branner, Trans.

Amer. Inst. Mining Engineers, September, 1896.
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paper, but the structure of the region shows that they are from

rocks occupying the same geologic horizon.

The general structural features of the Ouachita uplift are so much
like those of certain parts of the Appalachian structure that one nat-

urally assumes at the outset that we have here an Appalachian type,

and indeed a part of the original Appalachian folding. It cannot

be stated positively that this is not the case, but it is my own opin-

ion that the Ouachita uplift is the structural equivalent, not of the

Appalachians, but of the Nashville Silurian basin and of the Cin-

cinnati arch. To be sure the Ouachita anticline is closely pressed,

while the Nashville and Cincinnati folds are very gentle. This

difference is, however, a matter of structural detail only. The
equivalent of the Appalachian chain and the source from which the

Lower Coal Measures sediments of south Arkansas appear to have

been derived (in part) was a continuation across the present

Mississippi drainage of the pre-Cambrian rocks of Alabama and

Georgia, etc. This region, that is the gap through which the

Mississippi river now flows, has been lowered, partly by erosion,

but chiefly by downward orographic movements and it is now
buried beneath the Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments of south

Arkansas and of north Louisiana and Texas.

This hypothesis seems to be borne out by the following facts

:

L The fossils found on the south side of the Ouachita anticline

are coal plants like those from the Cumberland plateau of east

Tennessee, eastern Kentucky, and West Virginia.

IL The sediments thicken and become coarser to the south as

one leaves the Ouachita uplift (Ashley) just as in the upper Ohio val-

ley they thicken and become coarser east of the Cincinnati arch.

in. In central Texas, northwest of Austin, is an Archean and

Cambrian area which appears to be the southwestern end of the old

Appalachian chain, and north of it are Carboniferous rocks.

IV. If the Cincinnati, Nashville and Ouachita arches are assumed

to be the same general fold, this line is found to continue into

Indian Territory and Oklahoma, and the arch as a whole is parallel

with the Appalachian system save across the break made by the

present Mississippi river depression where the same conditions

would be expected.

V. The peneplain south of the Ouachita mountains and on which

the Cretaceous beds were deposited slopes toward the Mississippi.

VI. The Arkansas river drainage formerly (in Carboniferous and
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Permian times) flowed westward, but it has been reversed and

now flows east and southeast.

VII. The igneous rocks of Arkansas and Texas are mostly along

what appears to be the edge —possibly faulted —of this depression.

I have not thought it necessary to exclude or suppress in the

present paper statements in conflict with other publications made

by the Geological Survey of Arkansas. Reference is here made to

the diff"erences between the structural details as worked out by Dr.

Ashley and those represented by Dr. Theodore B. Comstock on the

map accompanying his report on gold and silver. No geologist

with the two maps before him can have any doubt about which is

right. It should be said, however, in defense of Dr. Comstock,

that the time he could devote to the study of the region on which

he had to report was very limited ; and in defense of the publica-

tion of his map, that the report giving the economic results of his

work (and these were correct and of great importance) was so tied

to the theory of the structural lines put down on his maps that it

was quite impossible to separate the two.

John C. Branner,

Formerly State Geologist of Arkansas.

I. Geologic and Geographic Position.

If in any of the Atlantic or Gulf States, one start from some

point on the coast and travel inland, he will, in most cases, observe

at one point a striking change both in the topographic and geologic

features of the land. He has been traversing at first low-lying, then

somewhat more elevated, stretches of level country, characterized,

aside from its low elevation above the sea level and comparative

flatness, by sluggish, meandering rivers, a luxuriant timber growth,

the softness and horizontality of the rocks, consisting of unconsoli-

dated clays, sands, gravels, etc., with an occasional hard layer, and

by the freshness of the fossil remains. But as one passes the point

mentioned, he comes upon a region of higher altitude, frequently

or generally mountainous, with rapid rivers, more hardy but less

dense timber growth, the underlying strata being highly consoli-

dated, frequently crystalline limestones, sandstones, shales and

granites, in some regions horizontal, in others highly folded and

distorted.

A study of the geology on either side of the line of division

shows that the region on the coast side is of comparatively recent
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origin, having been deposited since the close of the Carboniferous

age ; the harder rocks on the landward side having been deposited

during the Carboniferous and preceding ages. The former, which

includes the Mesozoic and Cenozoic, has been termed the Neozoic

addition. The line between the two has been traced down the

Atlantic coast and through northern Georgia, Alabama and Mis-

sissippi, thence following the Tennessee river into southern Illinois,

where it turns, crossing the Mississippi near Cairo and running ap-

proximately southwest on the west side of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain and Southern Railway nearly to Arkadelphia, where it

turns westward and follows an irregular line into the Indian Terri-

tory and Texas.

The region described in the present report lies in a belt just north

of that portion of the above line running west from Arkadelphia.

To define and locate it more clearly we shall first review the

general geologic features of the region from this line to the

Arkansas river as shown in the reports already published upon that

area.^

The history thus revealed is briefly :

1. A long period of deposition running from early Silurian times

through the Carboniferous age, and the accumulation of deposits of

great thickness.

2. These deposits give way to mountain-making forces and becom-

ing much folded are lifted into an anticline, called by Dr. Branner the

" Ouachita uplift." The axis of this anticline is an approximately

east and west line running from Little Rock west well into the

Indian Territory.

3. A period of erosion during which the uplift is cut down until

the Silurian strata are exposed along the axis. The later beds are

successively exposed as one goes away from the axis of uplift.

4. A period of depression and deposition upon the southern

slope of the Ouachita uplift. During this period, and up to the

present time, there has been a series of oscillations of level, result-

ing in slight nonconformity between the strata.

The rocks are now exposed in the following order

:

I. A belt of Silurian exposures running from Little Rock a little

south of west to Dallas, of which the novaculites' are prominent

1 Geol. Siirv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1888, Vol. iii; for 1S90, Vols, i and'iii,

2 Geol. Surv. of Ay-k., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii.

TEOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXTI. 105. P. PRINTED AUGUST5. 1897.
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layers. Owing to minor folds some of the higher strata are ex-

posed in this belt.

2. To the north the higher beds are successively exposed, ending

in the upper or productive Coal Measures near the Arkansas river.

3. To the south the higher strata are exposed for a short distance,

but still further south they are covered by Cretaceous rocks.

4. The Cretaceous and the overlying Tertiary beds extending

southward to the State line.

The strata we are to consider are those mentioned under the

third head of the preceding paragraph : the beds deposited between

the Silurian and the end of Carboniferous times, and exposed south

of the Silurian exposures of southwestern Arkansas, and north of the

Cretaceous area.

The northern limit of this area is a line starting from Social

Hill in 4 S., 18 W., and touching Point Cedar, Rock Creek and

Langley, then passing through the centre of township, 4 S., range

30 W., to Potter. West of Potter these beds swing around the end

of the Silurian anticlinal nose and unite with the beds of the

same age and character lying north of the Silurian area. On the

east the boundary nearly follows the Ouachita river to the mouth of

the Caddo river, thence on the south the line follows the Caddo
and up Big DeGray creek, then turns south to Hollywood, then

west, and follows a very irregular line, touching Clear Springs,

Antoine, Royston, Nathan, Muddy Fork, Atwood, Ultima Thule,

and so on into the Indian Territory.

n. Salient Features of the Region.

A General Description of the Area. —The region under con-

sideration is a rocky, hilly country stretching along the south side

of the Ouachita mountains. It varies in width from fifteen to

thirty miles ; the part lying in Arkansas is about ninety miles long.

It is for the most part densely wooded and thinly settled. The
surface is broken into a great number of valleys and ridges having

an east and west trend, with a {q'n narrow and usually rugged north

and south valleys. Few, if any, of these ridges are more than three

hundred feet in height.

The most common type is a ridge or table land having a steep north

face, while the south side slopes away gently. A few are narrow,

sharp ridges with uneven crests and steep flanks on both north and

south sides. All others may be taken as variations of these two
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types. Sometimes the ridges can be followed for a score or two of

miles ; then again a ridge is prominent only where it approaches a

north and south stream, and as it recedes from the stream the

valleys on either side become shallower until the ridge coalesces

with those next north and south of it, and is lost as a distinct ridge.

All around the southern edge of the region, the topography is of

quite a different nature. It appears to be very level, though having

a slight rise to the north. This level strip averages half a dozen

miles in width. Its northern edge is irregular and seems to be

governed by the erosion of east and west valleys into what might

have been its northward extension. Novaculite gravels cover this

flat region. Sandstone is the most common rock, though occasion-

ally in the valley there are considerable beds of shale.

It is a matter of common observation among those living in the

region, that the rocks almost invariably ''stand on end."

While much of the region is very stony, the rocks are mostly in

the form of loose blocks and boulders, but little of it being found

in place and most of that is in the beds of streams.

Though the strata usually dip to the south, in some places they

dip to the north. The dip is usually high, more often over than

under 45°.

Just north of this Carboniferous region are the high hills or

mountains of the Ouachita mountain system. The rocks in these

mountains are novaculites associated with shales and sandstones.^

To the south these Paleozoic beds are overlaid unconformably by

sands, marls and limestones of the Cretaceous.

In the eastern part of the region under discussion the main

streams run east or southeast and the branches run south. The

streams are not rapid and the valleys are frequently quite broad.

Westward the main drainage swings around towards the south, the

branches run in east-west channels, and the streams are rapid, with

narrow, sometimes precipitous banks.

From an economic standpoint the most valuable product of the

area is the timber. Hard and soft woods of excellent qualities

abound in every part of the region.

Little of value was discovered in the line of building or other

stone, nor is the region rich in ores, though small quantities of

pay ore, mostly antimony, have been found in the southwestern

part of the area.

Corn and cotton are the principal crops. The country as a

whole is well watered and healthful.

^ Geol. Surv. of Ark. ^ An. Rep, for 1S90, Vol. ili.
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Much of the land is too broken for cultivation except for some

hillside crop like grapes, which are said to do well here.

While most of the soil is sandy and not very rich, there is much
good land along the streams, particularly in the eastern part. In

the western part of the region most of the available land is on the

divides.

Conclusions. —A summary of the conclusions deduced from a

study of the features above touched upon can best be given as a

history of geologic events in the region.

The Periods of Deposition. —The deposition of the rocks took

place before the end of the Carboniferous age, and as the rocks are

of both Silurian and Carboniferous ages, it must have been during

these times that these sediments were laid down.

The Lower Silurian beds are the novaculites, with the accompany-

ing shales and sandstones. The Carboniferous strata are sandstones

and shales, with which occur a little grit, novaculite and some

other rocks. No nonconformity has been found between the two

sets of beds. The Silurian beds are believed to underlie the sand-

stones of the Carboniferous over all of the region, though they have

been recognized at only one place.

The original thickness of the Carboniferous strata is not known,

nor is it known whether the whole or only a part of the Carboni-

ferous series was laid down over this territory. The beds remain-

ing are thought to belong mostly to the Lower Coal Measures.

The only fossils found are a few fragments of plants. No satisfac-

tory columnar section has been obtained of the beds, but their

thickness cannot be less than four or five thousand feet.

Period of Folding. —At the end of the Carboniferous age, or pos-

sibly before it, the beds of sediment in southwestern Arkansas and

the adjacent portion of the Indian Territory began to yield to an

apparently horizontal pressure. Gradually the great Ouachita up-

lift rose, and the upper beds began to fold. This continued until

the upper beds were folded closely and frequently even over-

thrown ; in fact, in this area the overthrown folds or overturns are

the most common kind of fold, and testify to the intensity of the

folding action.

This folding took place very slowly, so slowly that erosion may
Iiave almost kept pace with the uplifting beds. Besides the two

kinds of anticlines, the normal anticline and the overturned anti-

cline, the region is full of faults and crushed and broken structure

;
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SO that, with the scarcity of outcrops, it is impossible to follow or

trace the anticlines with accuracy, though in many cases, by means

of their effect upon the topography, they may be followed with

some degree of accuracy for long distances.

These folds have a nearly east and west trend, and are crossed in

traversing the region in a north and south line.

On one such line there are as many as thirty-nine anticlines in a

distance of twenty-four miles. Many of these anticlines cannot

be found at more than one place, others may be traced for a score

or two of miles. Normal anticlines sometimes merge into over-

turns.

A Period of Erosion and Sinking. —As already suggested, the ero-

sion during the period of active folding may have been consider-

able ; so that it is probable that at no time did the elevations over

the area at all approach the altitude that a restoration of the

eroded strata would make. At last the time came when erosion

exceeded elevation and probably sinking took place over the whole

region. This resulted in the formation of a base level of erosion.^

That is, the land level in its lowest part was so near sea level that

subaerial erosion was entirely expended in wearing down the eleva-

tions, and as the sinking proceeded and the oceanic waters ad-

vanced, wave action completed the leveling process. Evidences of

this old sea bottom are abundant; only the narrow remnant of flat

country fringing the south edge of the area need be mentioned here.

The exact extent of this inundation is unknown, but there are

reasons for believing that it extended north of the region under con-

sideration.- During this inundation the Cretaceous beds, of which

a remnant is still found lying unconformably on the southern edge

of the region, were laid down.

All details of the record of events during Cretaceous times are

lost in the region to be studied, the evidence only permitting us to

say, that some time previous to the Cretaceous the area was re-

duced to a base level, after which the Cretaceous beds were laid

down. The region may have subsequently been subjected to

several periods of erosion and deposition.

Following some or all of these periods of deposition came eleva-

tion, with the centre of elevation in the neighborhood of the Rich

1 Button, Te7-iiary History of the Grand Cation District, p. 76.

'' Geol. Siirv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, p. 220.
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mountain. This, then, became the centre of drainage for south-

western Arkansas and the adjacent part of the Indian Territory,

the streams flowing away in every direction over the newly exposed

beds of Cretaceous material. A glance at a map of Arkansas and

Indian Territory will show that the streams thus started have per-

sisted to the present.

After these streams had cut through the overlying Cretaceous

they struck the hard layers of Carboniferous sandstone, and slowly

cut their channels down through the harder layers standing across

their path. In the course of time the Cretaceous beds were com-

pletely removed from the region north of the existing Cretaceous

border. The period ends with the deposit of Tertiary beds over

the eastern end.^

A Recent Subsidence. —There has been a recent subsidence of the

region which probably did not submerge the novaculite mountains

to the north, but brought them in range of wave action. The hard

novaculites tend to disintegrate into blocks rather than fine material,

and as the waters receded, these blocks of novaculite with others of

sandstone were rounded by wave action, broken up and the whole

scattered as a great gravel bed, in places at least one hundred and

fifty feet deep and probably much more, over the area and far to

the south. This subsidence is thought to have taken place in post-

Tertiary time. The greater portion of the novaculite and sand-

stone drift laid down in the preceding period has been removed re-

cently, leaving only a narrow strip undisturbed on the southern edge,

and in patches all over the region, where the larger boulders have

resisted erosion.

III. Original Stratigraphy.

In this chapter will be considered the character, thickness and

manner of deposition of the Paleozoic beds. It will be practically

a consideration of the first period in the history of the region, as

outlined in the preceding chapter.

Petrology.

Rocks of the Novaculite Series.'^ —The divisions of the rocks of

the novaculite series made by Mr. Griswold will be followed.

These rocks he divides as follows :

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1892, Vol, ii.

2 Geol. Szirv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, p
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I. Ouachita stones : those novaculites which '^ originally con-

tained a large percentage of lime."

II. True novaculites : these are the characteristic rocks of the

mountains of the Ouachita system. They are believed by Mr.

Griswold to be mechanical sediments. They are nearly pure silica,

though "originally containing a small percentage of lime." In

color they are white, black, red, yellow, gray and mottled.

III. Silicious shales, containing ''little lime, but with more

abundant clay."

IV. Sandstones and quartzites.

V. Chert.

The finding of a large number of species of graptolites in the

silicious shales has shown that the novaculites are of Lower Silurian

age and probably belong to the lower part of the Trenton.

Peti'ology of the Carboniferous Area.

Sandstones. —Probably nine-tenths of the Carboniferous beds are

sandstones. ]Mr. Griswold has described a microscopic slide of

sandstone from Grindstone Ridge in 6 S., 20 W., which gives the

characteristics of a typical sandstone of the region.^

" This stone is coarse grained, light gray in color." It contains

only a small amount of '' iron and earthy material."

''There are rounded as well as angular quartz grains, and a few

grains of decomposed feldspar are present. The quartz grains ap-

pear to have been eroded against and even into one another ; many

of them exhibit lines or striations, which probably result from pres-

sure. Since these lines are not continuous from one pebble to an-

other, and have apparently no relation to each other, they must

have been produced in some manner on the original grain and in

the original rock. Someof the quartz grains show secondary silica

added to the original grain to form crystal faces as described by

Irving in his article on quartzites.' One quartz fragment is filled

with very fine needles which may be rutile."

The specimen is a trifle finer grained than the average sandstone.

The sandstones naturally grade into each other, but certain arti-

ficial divisions may be made for convenience. These rocks have

not been, as a rule, identified with any definite position in the

strata.

'^Geol. Sitrv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, p. 141.

"^ Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Sitrvey, pp. 221-223.
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(a) The sandstone most commonly met with is a soft, olive green

sandstone, upon exposure decomposing rapidly into sand. Except

when freshly exposed this rock is seldom seen in its massive state

;

but its soft edges are constantly found in the roads and over the

more level territory. Probably this sandstone differs from the next

only in lacking iron.

{d) The bulk of exposures of a massive character are of a fer-

ruginous sandstone, usually a dark red or brown. In this, expo-

sure to the air oxidizes the iron, which forms a cement and makes the

exterior much more impervious. Frequently the brown color pene-

trates only a short distance, and the interior is a steel gray or light

green in color.

(c) In a few localities a very white sandstone was found. Sur-

face exposures are usually quite soft. Where fresh, as was found in

digging a well on the farm of Mr. Tom Hodges in 6 S., 19 W.,

section 4, it is exceedingly tough, making digging very slow and

laborious. A few months' exposure of the rock is sufficient to ren-

der it very friable and mealy. In places it shows slight traces of

pyrite.

(^) Of frequent occurrence are varieties of finely laminated sand-

stones verging into shaly sandstones or arenaceous shales. These

are usually dark colored or black, and, where the layers are not too

thin, are said to make good stones for chimneys and fireplaces.

They often occur in layers not more than a quarter of an inch thick,

and are frequently found interbedded with shale. There are many
intermediate forms, and varieties differing both in hardness and

color, but they are not worthy of special mention.

Shales. —The presence of the shales is usually indicated only by

the topography or by their being struck in digging wells. Single

beds are seldom over fifty feet thick, though in a few places it has

a thickness of from one hundred to three hundred feet, and in one

place on the Cossatot, in 6 S., 30 W., section 19, it appears to

have a thickness of six hundred feet. In one place a thickness of

twenty feet was seen to thin out within two hundred to three hun-

dred yards.

It varies in lithographic characters very like the shale of other

regions ; sometimes it breaks up upon exposure into long, slender,

needle-like fragments; sometimes it breaks up into thin laminae or

flakes ; at other times it is traversed by joints that cause it to break

into angular blocks, and these all weather rapidly into clay. In

color they are black, lead colored, cream colored, and reddish.
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Conglomerate. —First found in the Chalybeate mountain where

cut by the Caddo, and later in a large number of places over the

region, occurs a coarse grit or fine conglomerate. In places this

forms a distinct bed eighteen inches or a few feet thick, but oftener

it mingles in indistinct layers with the sandstones in a bed from

fifty to one hundred feet in thickness, and varies all the way from a

conglomerate to the fine-grained sandstone with which it is associa-

ted. It consists of small, rounded grains of milky quartz, none of

which are more than a quarter of an inch in diameter, cemented by

fine sand and iron.

JSIovaculite. —Reference is here made to a layer of novaculite

from two to six inches thick which is found well scattered over the

region. Considering the thinness of the layer, its persistence is re-

markable, as it was found from range 22 W. to the territory line,

and from the novaculite mountains to township 7 S. Unfortunately

its exact position in the series could not be determined, but it

seems certain that it is above the Silurian novaculite series, yet not

separated from that series by more than a few hundred feet. In

only one case was it found in a creek section; it usually appears

only where the layer is crossed by a road or field. At such places

it can be followed by the fragments of novaculite which lie on the

surface. In 5 S., 22 and 23 W., it was traced for about six miles,

and at other places it wsa traced for shorter distances. It appears

to be invariably associated with beds of silicious shales, the whole

aggregating a thickness of about fifteen feet. In the centre occurs

the characteristic novaculite from two to six inches thick. On
either side of the novaculite layer is an exceedingly fine-grained

silicious shale with hackly fracture, differing from novaculite in ap-

pearance only in that the grain can be made out. From this the

transition may be traced through less and less silicious shales, until,

at a distance of seven or eight feet on either side, it has entirely

given up its silicious character and appears to be a soft, argillaceous

shale, crumbling easily in the fingers, its only resemblance now to

the neighboring novaculite being its color, as it still retains the pe-

culiar drab and pink which run through the whole series.

Igneous Rock. —There [appear in many places from Amity west-

ward outcrops of rocks containing white specks a sixteenth of

an inch in diameter and smaller. Other unknown ingredients

appear in thin sections, but in hand specimens the white specks are

a characteristic by which it can be recognized. The rock matrix
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in which this white material occurs does not appear to be constant.

In places it is a hard rock ringing under the hammer, with the

white specks sparsely scattered through it; in other places it is a

quartzite ; in some places the white and yellow specks occur in a

matrix of shining black rock; in others in a shaly breccia; but the

matrix is generally a light green earthy material.

The proportion of white material varies from a very small per

cent, to rocks in which there is little else. In many of the harder

beds the soft white material weathers out, giving the rock a very

cellular appearance. A typical locality is on the Amity-Hot Springs

road a mile north of Amity. It here forms a bed thirty-three feet

thick. It appears to be regularly bedded at every exposure found.

It is well exposed in front of the Bushy Mill in 4 S., 30 W., sec-

tion 7, and on the Line road, in 5 S., 32 W., section i. It is

apparently but a short distance above the novaculite series. Wil-

liams and Penrose, of the Arkansas Survey,^ report a similar deposit in

north Arkansas, which there occurs on the dividing line between the

Silurian and Lower Carboniferous strata. The examinations which

they have made microscopically and otherwise have led to the sug-

gestion that this is an ash bed indicating volcanic activity some-

where at the end of the Silurian. The great variation in the matrix

rocks would seem to agree with such a theory.'^

Novaculite Breccia. —At the same locality a mile north of Amity

on the Amity-Hot Springs road are found many fragments of a

novaculite breccia. This is probably the same as the novaculite

conglomerate referred to by Mr. Griswold, but in this case it is

invariably a breccia, the fragments which here measure from an

inch or two in diameter down, presenting no evidence of previous

erosion.

The matrix of this breccia is usually a light green sandstone,

though in a few instances it is reddish or brown. The fragments

which in some cases make up the bulk of the rock, in others only

scattered through the sandstone, are of novaculite and vary in color

from white to red or black.

Changes in the Rocks. Sand a?id Clay. —The most universal

change is the disintegration of the rocks into sand and clay. Pos-

'^Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. ii, p. 375, and Vol. i, p. 128.

2 Chemical analyses of the north Arkansas beds here referred to show that they

are phosphate rocks. An example of the rock collected by Dr. Ashley was

found to contain only nine per cent, of calcium phosphate. —J. C. Bi'anner.
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sibly related to the sandstone is a white, friable, decomposed sand-

stone found at a few places. A typical locality is in fields about a

mile north of Amity near the Caddo Gap road. It crumbles be-

tween the fingers into a white, dust-like powder ; when dry it is

almost as white as chalk. This soft, decomposed condition ex-

tends to such a depth that gullies once started in it, cut deep,

canon-like ditches resembling those so common in the soft Creta-

ceoul marls of the region to the south.

In this sand are great numbers of concretionary ironstones, from

the size of the fist up to three or four feet in diameter. These are

strewn over the surface, or protrude from banks, or occasionally

may be observed capping a short column of the surrounding soft

material. They are usually dark brown and consist of several

layers averaging half an inch thick in which the proportion of iron

is quite large, surrounding a kernel of exceedingly tough gray

sandstone.

Beside the ironstones, this sand is found in some places inter-

sected by numerous joint-planes filled with thin films of iron.

Quartz veins and crystals are especially abundant in localities of

this nature. Through the sand are frequently little nodules of

silicious shale invariably incrusted with a soft, yellow layer. These

iron incrustations are formed by waters dissolving out the iron and

other impurities which are again deposited in the numerous joint

planes ; the quartz is deposited at the same time. Quartz filling

the crevices in the sandstone is abundant over most of the area.

While in some places this forms only a film just thick enough to give

a sparkling appearance to the rock when broken open, in others

it occurs as solid veins a foot or more in thickness, which may
withstand weathering better than the enclosing rocks and may
appear as a low wall across the country. The smaller veins, as a

rule, intersect the bedding planes at right angles or at a high angle
;

but many of the larger ones run parallel to the strike. There is

such a case in 7 S., 32 W., sections 8 and 9, on Robinson's Fork

of the Rolling Fork of Little river, where a protruding vein of

quartz can be traced a mile or more in the line of strike.

Masses of interlocking crystals occur frequently, and occasionally

well-formed single crystals are found. In many places in the

western part of the region, the ground is completely covered with

fragments of quartz, as on the ''line road " in 5 S., 32 W., section

25, where the road is paved with quartz for nearly half a mile.
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Superposition of the Beds.

Mr. Griswold divides the Silurian strata into two series ; the

novaculite series, and the beds below the novaculites. The beds

below the novaculites he estimates to be 1300 feet in thickness, as

far down as exposed. They consist of gray, black and yellow

shales at the bottom, cherty blue limestones next above, then mas-

sive quartzose sandstones, limestones, and shales.

From several columnar sections the novaculite series appears to

vary greatly in different localities. He gives, however, a general-

ized section, in which the order from the bottom upward is

:

Silicious shales, 200 feet; shale, 300 feet; novaculite, 250 feet;

shale, 100 feet; novaculite, 100 feet; novaculite with silicious

shale at bottom, 250 feet ; novaculite breccia or conglomerate, a

thin layer.

The variation in these layers may be judged by an examination

of Mr. Griswold' s sections.^ Thus, as an example, the upper layer

of novaculite in the Boss Allen Creek section is 500 feet thick,

while in the South Fork of the Caddo section it is only 60 feet

thick.

Stratification of the Carboniferous Beds. —No satisfactory col-

umnar sections of the Carboniferous beds were obtained.

Outside of the immediate channels or banks of streams, rock

exposures are rare, and when found are seldom extensive enough

to give more than the dip, and the rock exposures in the stream are

not usually more than a few yards long. Now and then a continu-

ous exposure is found for several hundred feet, and in a few cases

longer exposures are found ; but usually between the long exposures

there are so many stretches concealed, in which may be folds, or

faults, or other unknown factors, that one cannot be sure of the

structure. Had the beds been such as to permit identification and

correlation, doubtless satisfactory sections could have been made.

On Plate I are given the best general sections obtained.

Plate /, Section I. —This section was obtained on the Rolling

Fork of the Little river. In 8 S., 32 W., the lower part of section

II, is a perpendicular bluff on the east bank of the Rolling Fork

known as the ''Buzzards' Roost." The dip at this point is about

12°, S. 18° E. Continuing up stream, sandstone is met with in

bluffs and in the stream bottom almost continuously, dipping from

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An, Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, PI. iii.
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io° to 15°, until shales are met with in the flats at the Bellah mine.

Only one important break occurs, where the valley of Rabbit creek

comes in. At this point may be a heavy bed of shale, and shale

may exist at other points along the section, but was not seen.

From 1500 to 2000 feet of sandstone are omitted from the top of

this section. The existence of faults is quite possible, but no evi-

dence of any was found.

The position in which this section is placed relatively to the

others is based upon the occurrence, in the strike of these shales

and six miles to the east, of the thin beds of novaculites and shales

which are known to be not far above the principal bed of novacu-

lite.

Section II. —Section ii shows the order of rocks on Cossatot

river at the gap near Pontiac post-office. The ridge crossing the

Cossatot just north of Pontiac has black novaculite exposed at the

centre oi an anticline. The section starts from the exposure of nova-

culite in the gap, and runs south to where the river turns northwest

half a mile below. The sandstone overlying the novaculite is

poorly exposed on the south side of the anticline, but shows on the

north* side, and also on the south side of the ridge, east of the

river. A careful section was made at this place, but as the shales

and sandstones at many points in it are crushed together and

broken, suggesting faults, the section is not altogether trust-

worthy. Omitting minor details the section is as follows

:

FEET.

Sandstone 150

Concealed 150

Heavily bedded sandstone with thin beds of shale 375

Shale with occasional beds of sandstone 325

Concealed 225

Shale and sandstone much crushed 175

Sandstone in thin beds 1 75

Shale and sandstone layers 50

Sandstone 25

Sandstone and quartzite 35°—

Black novaculite base

Total 2000
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This section is broken at its southern end by a fault of unlcnown

throw.

Section III. —Section iii was recorded by Prof. A. H. Purdue on

the West Saline river, beginning at the gap near Moore's mill, 4 S.,

28 W., section 31, and running south about a mile. This section,

like the preceding, is not altogether trustworthy, for the strata are

frequently nearly perpendicular and may be overthrown or

faulted. The section, omitting minor details, is as follows :

FEET.

Sandstone 10

Shale (probably) 75

Sandstone 165

Shale (probably) 165

Concealed 20

Shale with a few layers of sandstone 375
Sandstone 530
Thin bedded sandstones and shales (poor expo-

sure) 175

Concealed 50
Thin bedded shaly sandstone 100

Green shale 50
Thin bedded shaly sandstone 30

Shale...., 135

Sandstone 320

Green shale 70

Sandstone 10

Green shale 25

Quartzose sandstone 35
Green shale 30
Sandstone with some shale 115

Novaculite and shale 45
Quartzose sandstone 115

Shale with few quartzitic sandstone layers 100

Thin beds of black novaculite and shale 400

Total 3195

Section IV. —Section iv was observed on Little Missouri river

beginning at the gap where the river cuts through Prairie mountain

in 5 S., 27 W., section 6.
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The anticline at this gap shows nicely ; the section as given on

PL i begins with the top of the black novaculite and shale. The

section is as follows :

FEET.

Sandstone with some shale (poor exposure) .... 300

Sandstone with thin layers of shale 400

Sandstone 365

Grit or conglomerate 25

Sandstone 60

Shaly sandstone in thin layers 140

Sandstone, soft yellow where weathered 130

Shale 30

Black novaculite and shale 400

White novaculite 400

Shale and sandstone base

Total 2450

The thickness of the Carboniferous in this section is about 1600

feet.

Section V. —Section v is on Little Missouri river, in 5 S., 27 W.,

section 23, on the north and south stretch in the middle of the sec-

tion. The section obtained was :

FEET.

Sandstone, all that showed (poor exposure) 185

Sandstone 370
Shaly sandstone thin bedded 40

Sandstone 10

Shale 15

Sandstone 5

Shaly sandstone thin bedded, with some hard

sandstone 130

Sandstone 30

Total 785

This section is well exposed along the river bank, and is accurate

as far as it goes. The dip at the north end is high, but quickly

becomes low.

Section VI. —Section vi is on Little Missouri river, beginning at

Pine mountain, in 5 S., 27 W., section 26, and running south to
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where the river turns east and northeast. The dip is low, from io°

to 20°. At the north foot of Pine mountain a bed of shale is

exposed, then for a short distance it is concealed beneath broken

sandstone blocks. Near the top of the mountain on the north side

in this area of no outcrops were found many pieces of grit or con-

glomerate, indicating its presence there in place. Massive layers

of sandstone, twenty to forty feet thick, form the top and south slope,

dipping 20° south. For most of the rest of the distance the sand-

stone is exposed almost continuously in low, perpendicular cliffs, the

dip being very low. This is thought to be a single outcrop to the

centre of section 31 in the next township east. This cross-section

and the preceding are separated only by a short stretch in which

there are no exposures. The dip is the same, and it is possible that

the two are part of one section; many things, however, point to its

being a repetition of the preceding section, and the topography

also is suggestive of a fault between the two.

The section gives

:

FEET.

Sandstone 400

Concealed 100

Sandstone 900

Concealed 115

Shale 30

Total 1545

Section VII. —Section vii, at Caddo Gap, is quoted from Mr.

Griswold.^

It is as follows :

FEET.

Sandstone 980

Sandstone with some shale 200

Silurian novaculites, etc base

Thickness of the Carboniferous beds 1 180

Section VIII —Section viii is on Caddo river, in 5 S., 21 W., sec-

tion 27. A long stretch of low dip (from 5° to 10°) with continu-

ous outcrops gives this section :

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep, for 1890, Vol. iii, PI. iii.
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FEET.

Sandstone 900

Shale 75

Black shale with fossils 100

Total 1 1 75

There is evidence of much shale below the bottom of this section.

Section IX. —Section ix is on Boss Allen creek, in 3 S., 18 W.
;

it was obtained by Mr. Griswold.^

FEET.

Shale with some sandstone 700

Sandstone 400

Novaculites, etc. (Silurian)

Thickness of the Carboniferous iioo

Besides these sections, mention might be made of a continuous

outcrop of perpendicular sandstone with some thin layers of shale,

which forms the east bank of the Little Missouri in 6 S., 26 W.,

section 25. In this outcrop the beds exposed have apparently a

thickness of 1500 feet.

On the Cossatot, in 6 S., 30 W., section 19, is a continuous ex-

posure of arenaceous shale or shaly sandstone giving a thickness of

600 feet, which is much greater than the exposure of the same rock

elsewhere.

On the Cossatot, in 5 S., 30 W., section 17, is a fine exposure

of sandstone which at this point crosses the river in high massive

ledges from ten to twenty feet thick and dipping north 30°. The

river cuts through these ledges forming a series of cascades known

as the Falls of the Cossatot. The thickness is about 8oo feet.

Stratigraphic Fositiofi of the Beds.

(a) The Novaculite Breccia. —The novaculite breccia was only met

with in quantity a mile north of Amity (see p. 232). It appears

there following the strike of the rocks. Mr. Griswold reports^ a

novaculite conglomerate or breccia occurring just at the top of the

novaculite series. This is thought by Dr. Branner to be the top

of the lower Silurian strata.

1 Geol. Stirv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, PI. iii.

''Geol. Surv. of Ark. y An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. ii, p. 300,
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{b) Igneous Rock. —This is well shown at the same locality as the

breccia, and there appears to occupy about the same horizon. It

was found at about a score of places west of the Cossatot, these

being always, where the structure was known, just at the axes of

anticlines ; and, as in many places among the novaculite mountains,

it is found very close to the novaculite, it may be safely assumed

that it is but a short distance above the novaculite, and may well

be taken, as has been suggested, as the dividing line between the

Silurian and the Carboniferous.^

(f) The Thin Bedof Novaculite and Associated Shales. —Notwith-

standing the large number of places at which this bed was met with,

it only appears in one of the columnar sections. In the Saline sec-

tion it appears not much more than one hundred and fifty feet

above the top of the black novaculite and shales. It is usually ex-

posed near anticlines; in many cases, exposures are found on

each side of the anticline. This would place it low in the series,

but the distance between the exposures, frequently a quarter of a

mile, and the distance of exposures from the thick-bedded novacu-

lite, where exposed in the fold over a novaculite ridge, suggest that

generally this thin layer of novaculite is several hundred feet above

the black novaculite. Considering the thickness of the bed, from

three to ten inches, it is remarkably persistent ; the most southern

exposures in township 7 S. appearing practically identical in thick-

ness and character with the exposures close to the novaculite ridges.

In the Saline section it is in a thick bed of sandstone. In a fine

exposure on the Caddo in 5 S., 23 W., section 21, northwest corner,

there are thick beds of shale above and below it, and it shows this

difference in many exposures.

Whether or not it is above or below the lowest of the beds which,

by their fossils, are known to be Carboniferous, is not known. If it

is below and belongs to the Silurian novaculites, we must acknowl-

edge the existence of belts of Silurian strata all through the area.

If it is above, as seems possible, we have the remarkable case of

unusual conditions which dominate in one age returning after a

long interval in a much later age, not in a single locality, but wide-

spread though of short duration.

(^) The Grit or Fine Conglomerate. —In PI. i. Sec. iv, on the

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. i, p. 128, and Vol. ii, p. 375.

For doubt regarding the igneous nature of some ot these beds see footnote on

p. 232.
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Little Missouri, the grit appears about four hundred feet above the

black novaculite. In the Cossatot section it appears east of the

river just below the shales and not more than six hundred feet

above the black novaculite. This, together with the fact that it is

usually found elsewhere close to the anticlines, indicate that it is

not far above the novaculite, probably within a few hundred feet.

Its relation to surrounding beds varies greatly : in places it is just

below thick beds of shale, in other places it is just below thick

beds of sandstone ; hardly any two exposures agreeing, so that

while lithologically it is very similar wherever found, it is quite

possible that the different exposures are only local in extent and

occur in different horizons. In several places, however, the grit

has been traced in more or less continuous exposures for several

miles.

A General Section. —Could we construct a general section it would

be somewhat as follows :

5. Sandstones forming top of exposed beds and having a thick-

ness at one place of four thousand feet or more.

4. A variable set of beds of shale and sandstone measuring at

least several hundred feet in which occur,

(«) A bed of beds or grit.

(^) A thin bed of novaculite and silicious shales.

3. A bed probably of igneous origin, thirty-three feet.

2. A thin bed of novaculite breccia.

I. Silurian novaculites, shales and sandstones.

IV. Fossils and Age of the Strata.

Caddo River Locality. —The first and most promising locality at

which plant remains were found is in 5 S., 21 W., on the tongue

of land just east of the mouth of Point Cedar creek. There is here

a goodexposure of black, carbonaceous shale having a peculiar

hackley fracture. This contains a great many minute fragments of

plants. Only a few are large enough to show any characters ; of

these the most common are long stems showing no branches, but

ribbed longitudinally. These stems average a quarter of an inch

in width by several inches in length. They are the most common
fossils found in the area. They occur at several places, but at none

of these places were any obtained which would permit a closer

identification than that they were the stems of some plant. There
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was also found at this point a fragment of a larger stem showing

leaf scars. The original material of the specimen has been car-

bonized. The specimen was not identified. Small round stems

are also found at this place, but though showing some structure un-

der the microscope, they were not identified. This and the next

were the only localities found which promise fossils of value on

further exploration.

Bluff Mountain Locality. —Sparsely scattered through the shale

and sandstones forming the northern part of the bluff on the west

side of Antoine creek at Bluff mountain in 7 S., 23 W., section 34,

were found many fragments of stems similar to those mentioned

above.

Suck Creek Locality. —The same kind of stems were also found

in a loose block, well up on the north bank of Suck creek in 7 S.,

23 W., section 30, at the bend where the creek changes from an

east to a south course.

Chalybeate Mountain Locality. —Where the Caddo Gap road

crosses the Chalybeate mountain in 7 S., 24 W., section i, the

rocks exposed in working the road near the top show traces of plant

life, but nothing was found that could be identified.

Little Missouri Locality near Mu7'freesboro. —On the Little Mis-

souri river in 8 S., 25 W., section 6, a few of the stems common to

this region were found in an argillaceous sandstone.

Little Missouri Locality near Pine Mountain. —Plant fragments

like those mentioned above were also found on the Little Missouri

in 5 S., 27 W., section 23, in the shales in the bend of the river

half a mile north of where Pine mountain strikes the river.

Little Missouri Locality near Gap. —A short distance south of

the Gap in 5 S., 27 W., section 5, at the south end of the layers

of shaly sandstone, the shale or sandstone is full of carbonaceous

streaks and patches, which prove to be remains of stems of plants

very poorly preserved. The impression of a stem with a thorn

was found at this point. The stratigraphic position of this locality

is shown on PI. i, Sec. iv, the specimens are from the top of the

arenaceous shale just below the grit shown, and only about 300 feet

above the black novaculite and shale.

Star-of'the- West Locality. —On the south bank of the creek (just

south of Star-of-the-West), at the foot of the hill, was found a sec-

tion of a stem an inch and a half in diameter which is probably

a Calamites. This was found loose on the hillside and probably

came from the shales which form the bank at this point.
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Panther Bluff Locality. —At Panther Bluff on the Saline river in

6 S., 29 W., section -^-Ti^ shales are interbedded with sandstones,

and in these shales a fragment showing the peculiar ribbing and

jointing of the Calamites was found. This was the only specimen

found of which the genus could be determined with certainty.

Saiifie River Locality near Antimofiy Cave. —Prof. Purdue found

fragments of plants on the Saline at the bend just above Arsenic

Cave in 7 S., 29 W., section 21. They are too poorly preserved

for identification.

Animal Remains.

Some fragments of crinoid stems and a few bryozoans, were

found in a loose quartzite boulder near the crossing of Antoine

creek by the Old Military road (8 S., 23 W., section 24). The

only other evidences of animal life found were what are thought to

be tracks of worms or crustaceans. These were found at two

localities in 5 S., 23 W., section 31, on the Amity-Kirby road,

a quarter of a mile west of the crossing of the North Fork of

Antoine creek, and also in section 14, on a knoll southeast of Sugar

Loaf mountain.

Geologic Age of the Rocks.

The age of the Silurian strata has been determined by means of

the numerous graptolites found in the shales associated with the

novaculite. The shales containing these graptolites have been cor-

related with the Norman's Kill beds of NewYork, and are referred

to the lower portion of the Trenton series.^ These fossils fix the

age of the Silurian beds.

Of the fossils found in the overlying Lower Coal Measures rocks

only three have any diagnostic value : the two specimens of Cala-

mites and the stem found on the Caddo, which shows the leaf scars.

These plant remains are probably of Carboniferous age. The stems

and other fragments often found are of no value, as they might

occur anywhere from the Cambrian up, but from their association

on the Caddo with the stems believed to be Carboniferous, it has

been assumed that they belong to the Carboniferous, and that all

beds in this particular region in which they occur are Carboniferous.

Upon the above grounds it has been thought safe to refer the

strata above the novaculites to the Carboniferous age. The grits

which cap the mountains along the northern face of the Boston

1 Geol. Surv. of Ar/c., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, p. 418, e^ seq.
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mountains gradually dip south and disappear under the heavy beds

of the Coal Measures which fill the syncline of the Arkansas river

basin. If these beds persist to the south they should appear again

on the north side of the Ouachita uplift, and should disappear with

a south dip on the south side of the uplift. The State Geologist

is of the opinion that the grits described in this area represent the

southern extension of the Millstone Grit of north Arkansas. The
two are identical in appearance, except that the rocks of the south-

ern area are never as coarse grained as some of that to the north.

The Millstone Grits of north Arkansas are at the bottom of the

Coal Measures; so that if the grits south of the Ouachita uplift be

correlated with those of north Arkansas we must consider that we

have strata referable to both the Coal Measures and Lower Carbon-

iferous or Mississippian series.

Without regard to time, it seems highly probable that the strata

south of the Ouachita uplift were originally continuous with those

just north of it. No direct proof of this has been found, nor has

anything been found that conflicts with this theory.

Previous Correlations,

Thomas Nuttall, who was in this part of Arkansas in 1819, pub-

lished many observations on the geology, but he found no fossils in

these lower sandstones and made no attempt to correlate them.^

In 1834, G. W. Featherstonhaugh, U. S. Geologist, made an

examination of the elevated country between the Missouri and Red
rivers."

He passed along the eastern edge of our region and down the

Ouachita river. The ferruginous sandstones he referred to the Old

Red Sandstone (Devonian) of England, which he thought to rest

upon the grauwacke, the grauwacke being the shales and shaly sand-

stones at the bottom of the series.

He failed to recognize the intimate relation between the shale and

sandstone or the folded condition of the strata. He was originally

1 " Observations on the Geological Structure of the Valley of the Mississippi,"

by Thomas Nuttall, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia, Vol. ii, Pt. i. Phila.,

1821, pp. 48-52.

2 Geological Report on an Examination fnade in ISoJ/, of the Elevated Coun-

try between the Missouri and Red Rivers, by G. W. Featherstonhaugh, Wash-

ington, 1835, P- 71-
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led to this classification, as Marcou ^ and others have been, by find-

ing at Little Rock the highly contorted shales at the '* Little Rock "

and a few miles above, at '^ Big Rock," the almost horizontal sand-

stone strata. In 1842, Dr. W. Byrd Powell ^ questioned Feather-

stonhaiigh's correlation with the grauwacke, but he accepted it as

the best that could be given, but included the sandstones in the same

classification. Dr. Englemann saw something of the region be-

tween Little Rock and Hot Springs, but he found no fossils, and the

only suggestion as to correlation was that the sandstone at Little

Rock was '' most probably analogous to that of Lake Superior."'

Owen refers this region to the Millstone Grit,"* including in

the same formation the novaculites, which we now know to be

Silurian.

He concludes that these beds have an immense thickness from

observing sections many miles long, where the beds appear to dip

steadily in one direction. This has since been shown to be due to

a number of consecutive overturns.

Subsequent Observers. —Since the beginning of the present survey,

several of its members have crossed this region. No fossils were

found, and so, though Mr. Branner provisionally referred these

beds to the Lower Carboniferous,* he thought it better to speak of

them simply as Paleozoic.

Extent of Beds.

It can be assumed with some degree of certainty that the strata

exposed over the area under discussion are continuous. This refers

only to the beds as a whole, not to individual layers.

The extent to the south and east can only be conjectured, but as

no thinning out could be detected, the strata may have had a con-

siderable extent in those directions.

As will be discussed later, it has been suggested that the Ouachita

1 Exploration and Survey for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the

Pacific Ocean, Vol. iii, Pt. iv, p. 122.

"^ A Geological Report upon the Fourche Cove and its Immediate Vicijiity, hy
W. Byrd Powell, M.D., Litde Rock, 1842.

'^ Froc. A. A. A. S., v, 1S51, p. 199.

* Second Report of a Geological Reconnoissance of the Middle and Southern

Counties of Arkansas, made during the years 1859-61, by D. D. Owen, Phila-

delphia, i860, pp. 32, 33, 95, no, 124.

• Geol. Surv. of Ark.,A.n. Rep. for 18S8, Vol. ii, p. 262.
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uplift is a remnant of a westward extension of the Appalachian

chain. As this view presents certain difficulties, there has also been

advanced the theory that that westward extension, if it existed, was

to the south, possibly crossing the northern part of Louisiana. In

such a case these beds may have been continuous with, though

varying from, the Carboniferous exposures on the west of the Ap-

palachians.

To the west the same beds run into the Indian Territory, and the

Carboniferous is found as far west as the looth meridian and in

Texas as far south as the thirty-first parallel.

To the north the strata are thought to have been originally con-

tinuous with the strata just north of the Ouachita uplift.

Several attempts to prove this continuity were made, but without

much success, though nothing to the contrary was found.

Direction and Conditions of Depositions,

Mr. Griswold, from his study of the novaculite area, came to the

conclusion that the sediments with which he had to deal came from

the south. ^ This was largely based upon the fact that the sand-

stones overlying the novaculite on the south are largely represented

on the north by shales. Apparently the same fact is also to be ob-

served in our area. This is shown by the difference in the topog-

raphy : almost no shale being met with in the southern part

of the region, and east and west valleys of any breadth are un-

common, while as the novaculite mountains are approached there

are broad valleys with frequent exposures of shale. It was at first

thought that this might be due to the strata as a whole having a

slight south dip, so that the shales, which are low in the series, were

not as fully exposed, but, as will be shown later, the proof is to the

contrary. There also appears to be more shale exposed over the

eastern part than over the western ; but this is not marked enough

to make one feel sure but that greater erosion may have had some-

thing to do with the difference.

V. General View of Structure After Folding.

In Fig. I is given a generalized section across the State in a

north-south line through range 30 W.

"^Geol. Survey of Ark. ^ Rep, for 1890, Vol. iii, p. 193.
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This section has been compiled from observa-

tions by members of the survey.^

It shows a monocline on the north, a syncline

in the centre, an anticline south of that, and a

nonconformity at the southern limit.

The gradual change from practically horizontal

strata on the north to highly folded on the south

is also shown.

At the north Silurian strata are exposed, but on

going south these gradually sink beneath Carbon-

iferous deposits, to appear again in the great anti-

cline of the Ouachita uplift. On disappearing

again they continue but a short distance below the

surface, until they and the overlying Carboniferous

beds are covered by the gently dipping Cretaceous

strata.

The section is given to show the relation of the

area under discussion to the general section of

western Arkansas. The line on which the section

is made crosses the Ouachita uplift not far from

its western nose, so that the Silurian outcrop is

very small compared with what it would be on a

north-south line further east, and likewise the Car-

boniferous outcrop south of the Silurian would be

narrower in a section further east.

Historical.

None of the early writers on the geology of

Arkansas seem to have made any attempt to work

out the structure of the Ouachita uplift, or of the

region immediately south of it.

Comsiock} —The first attempt to give system to

the folds was made by Dr. Theo. B. Comstock

i\Vinslow, «' Geotectonic and Physiographic Geology of

Western Arkansas," Bulletin Geological Society of Ainer-

ica. Vol. ii, pp. 225-242, Fig. I ; Geol. Surv. of Ark.,

Rep. for 1 89 1, Vol. iv, sections; Geol. Surv. of Ark.,

Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, section on Mt. Ida sheet; Gecl.

Surv. of Ark., Rep. for 1888, Vol. ii, sections p. 126.

•^ Geol. Surv. of Ark., Rep. for 1888, Vol. i, pp. 130-

166.
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in 1887. He worked only in the western part and mapped out

twenty folds and faults having a strike of N. 63° E., and connected

with a similar number near Hot Springs.

That he should have found a uniform strike of N. 63° E. is

difficult to explain, for the strike is extremely variable, seldom

being the same in strata 100 yards apart. At most of the localities

cited by him the strike lacks from 10° to 40° of being N. 6^° E.

The fact that so many ridges run " transverse to all geologic struc-

tural lines," he disposes of by introducing ''some very powerful

cause of greater moment than the twenty folds and faults which cut

across the tract." But as a matter of fact these ridges are strictly

conformable to the structure. The evidences of faulting which he

found are all referable to the simple effects of erosion upon tilted

beds, some of which are much harder than others. Considering the

shortness of the time spent in the region and the obscurity of the

structure, even at the best, and that outside of the river channels

good exposures are rare and generally unsatisfactory, and that in

the first of his field work, where the structure was more evident, the

ridges have a trend of northeast-southwest, it is readily seen how he

fell into error.

Subsequent Observers. —From that time until the work herein re-

ported was taken up all the work done was such observations as dif-

ferent members of the survey made in traversing the region. These

observations soon disclosed the errors of previous work, but did

not reveal the number or closeness of the axes.

The Cross Sections. -

An idea of the folding can be gained from the north-south sec-

tions on PL n (see p. 250).

The Antoine Section. —Fig. i gives a section through the centre

of range 23 W. The part in township 6 S. is offset five miles, to a

north-south line through Caney Fork P. O. The section in 7 and

8 S. is made along Antoine creek. Its striking general feature is

the prevalence of south dips and overturned folds except at the ends.

The first attempt to make this section gave only one doubtful north

dip in shale. Further, the closeness of folding does not diminish to

the south. The exposures are mostly sandstone, though in many cases

the presence of shale can be inferred from the topography. In the

segment through Caney Fork P. O. the topography is controlled by

the structure, this being almost the only locality in the whole area
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where distinct anticlinal ridges with synclinal valleys between were

found.

The Cossatot Section. —Fig. 2, Plate II, gives a section up the

Cossatot river to the mouth of Brushy Fork, and thence up Brushy

Fork to the north line of 4 S. The dip is north with many over-

throws to the south. The southern end is not as closely folded as

would be the case further east. The presence of one or more lay-

ers of shale or shaly sandstone has assisted materially in determining

the structure. The exposures along the Cossatot are more numer-

ous and the structure ascertainable with more certainty than on the

Antoine. The novaculite is not exposed except at the extreme

northern end of the section ; but at many places it cannot be far

from the surface, as it comes to the surface but a short distance east

in Rachel and Raspberry mountains, and a short distance west in

Cross mountain.

Directio7i and Genei'al Character of the Folds.

Eastern Sheet. —The structure of the eastern portion of the Lower

Coal Measures area is obscure, and, as the map shows, but little

understood.

This is due to three causes. Principally the prevalence of over-

turns ; next, the fact that erosion has progressed until the streams

are comparatively slow, with banks neither high nor precipitous,

thus presenting few fresh exposures of rock ; and again, the wide

distribution of water-worn material which conceals everything.

From these causes the number of exposures found giving a dip

and strike would average less than one to the square mile ; in many
townships they are as low as one in four to eight square miles. If a

complete structural map of the region could be made it would prob-

ably show many more folds than are here indicated. At the eastern

end of the map the anticlines and synclines all run nearly due

west. In range 21 W. they all bend south, running 12° to 15°

south of west. The Suck creek anticline and Bell's creek anticline

are exceptions to this rule.

West of range 23 the folds in township 4 S. regain their due

west course, the folds to the south maintaining the direction of 12°

to 15° south of west. Of the anticlines shown, about one-half are

overturns. Indications suggesting the existence of many other

overturns were found, but they were not well enough marked to

warrant their insertion.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXVI. 155, R. PRINTED AUGUST6, 1897.
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The Western Sheet. —The western half of the area offered some-

what better facilities for working out the structure, due principally

to the existence of four large streams running across the folds from

north to south. These streams are rapid, and frequently they cut

their way through the ridges in deep, steep-banked gorges for long

distances. Rocky cliffs seldom occur, but the shallow creek bottoms

afford many exposures of rocks. Between these streams exposures

are as scarce as further east.

On the other hand the topography is of much service in suggest-

ing structure. It is through the suggestions thus given by the

topography that the connections between the exposures of axes

have been worked out.

In townships 3 and 4 S. the strike of the folds is east-west or a

little north of west. In 5 S. the strike is nearly always about due

east-west. In 6 S. the strike is a little south of west, becoming due

west as the Indian Territory line is approached.

In 7 S. the slightly south of west strike is main-

tained.

Thus it will be noticed that as the Indian Terri-

tory line is approached the fold tends to spread

out like a partly opened fan. This results in the

folds becoming more open toward the west. While

the strata are closely lolded or overturned on the

Little Missouri and West Saline rivers, on the Cos-

satot they present more simple anticlines, and still

further west, on the Rolling Fork, simple anticlines

and lower dips are still more prevalent. This is

especially true of the southern half of the region.

Where the dotted lines on the map suggest con-

tinuity of the axes, it is not necessarily implied that

the anticlines are strictly continuous ; as the com-

plete structure, if known, might show two or more

anticlines where only one is indicated, and these

might be strung along in a line or be slightly out of

line with the ends overlapping or running past each

other.

Structural Types.

V •••.•:•
•
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Study briefly the effect upon the topography of such a section as

here exists, when folded and the much eroded.

FIGS. 3-6.-Sectio„s show.ng types of structure in the Paleozoic region of

southwest Arkansas.
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Let Fig. 2 be a very generalized columnar section, in which (a)

represents the Silurian novaculites, {I?) the sandstone immediately

overlying the novaculites, {c) the variable thickness of sandstones

and shales, {d) massive sandstones, and (<?) the great thickness of

soft and hard sandstones forming most of the section.

The topography developed upon these beds will depend to a

great extent upon the character of the folds. In the case of a sim-

ple fold, such as are shown on Figs. 3 and 4, where erosion has

eaten down until the hard sandstones are exposed, an anticlinal

ridge will follow the axis with a valley on either side. Figs. 3 and

4 show the effect of the dip upon the width and character of the

valleys. As a rule it is found that, of the ridges formed by the

sandstones overlying the shales, the one on the side from which the

principal drainage comes is cut down so as not to present an abrupt

face. Fig. 5, shows the effect of two such anticlines close together.

Generally one side of the anticline is steeper than the other, as

is suggested in Fig. 8, when this becomes overturned the effect is

modified slightly, as is shown in Fig. 6.

Where shale underlies the sandstone of the anticlinal axis, in

time this anticline becomes breached (Fig. 7), and the topography

resembles that of which the Wall mountain (Figs. 27 and 28) is an

excellent example.

If erosion has not cut down to the underlying sandstone, the

result will be the same, except that the anticlinal ridge is omitted

and the valley will be narrower, possibly very much narrower.

Such an anticline (Fig. 8), is difficult to locate accurately. This

is a common type; it is illustrated by the Prairie Bayou anticline

(Fig. 16).

Overturns of the kind shown in Fig. 9, are very difficult to

recognize ; the mere presence of the shaly layers is frequently

the only suggestion of their presence. If the shaly layers were as

surely located and as completely isolated as in the general section,

Fig. 2, this could be relied upon ; but, as shown by the columnar

sections of PL I, it cannot be taken alone as a sure indication.

When the shales of the section are somewhat deeper seated they

may not be brought within range of erosion ; then the topography

gives no clue to the structure. These conditions are illustrated by

Fig. 10.

If an overturn occurs under such conditions as those suggested

in Fig. II, unless an exposure is found at the axis, it will generally

pass unnoticed.
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Figs. 7-1 i.— Sections showing types of structure and topography.
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In each of these cases, while erosion is the apparent agency, the

real determining factor is the comparative elevations of the original

surfaces as compared with the average elevations of the surround-

ing region.

The anticlines may vary in height at different points, however,

and a single anticline may represent almost every feature figured
;

for, as it begins low and gradually rises, it may expose at first only

the upper sandstones, then the shales, then anticlinal ridges due to

sandstones in or under the shales, as shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 12. The anticlines which near the end may have low dips on

either side, may be overturned near the centre or for much of its

course.

Fig. 12. —Diagram of topography at the end of an anticline.

Under the circumstances represented in Fig. 12 it would seem an

easy matter to locate and accurately define the anticlines and syn-

clines. As a matter of fact, almost no such evident structural

topography is met with in the region under consideration.

While the topography is largely concordant with the structure,

many disturbing elements enter which vitiate any conclusions that

may be based upon topography alone. On account of causes to

be spoken of later, the main drainage systems of the area are only

slightly controlled by structure, their general trend being oblique

or transverse to the strike of the folds. This results in a double

series of valleys cutting each other at all angles ; and through the

same causes the main divides are also transverse to the structure and

on these for a width of from half a mile to several miles the

topography is usually not well enough marked to indicate struc-

ture. Many other local and minor causes, such as change in the

character of the rocks, faulting, crushing of strata, constant varia-

tion in the character of the folds, and others enter as factors to

complicate the topography. Though it is probable that the topog-

raphy, if worked out in detail, would be found to be closely

governed by the structure, modified by the factors mentioned,
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yet, when it is considered that, on account of the density of the

forest, it is but rarely that the '* lay of the land " can be made out

for more than one or two hundred yards from the course pursued,

it will be understood why, in a rapid reconnaissance like that un-

dertaken, but little more than suggestions could be obtained from

the topography. For these reasons the structure has, in no case,

been assumed from the topography alone.

Overturns. —Overturns are a common feature of the area. In

Fig. 13 is a simple overturn, and on the right side (Fig. 14) are

shown the corresponding dips of beds at surfaces of different levels

as AB, CD, EF, GH. Thus, in the case of A'B' the axis is readily

recognized ; but remembering that no correlation of beds can be

made, the section at that point would naturally be interpreted as an

^ -^
B'1^ '^^ ^S. D

'^^i ^ ^ "^rt'

Figs. 13, 14.- -Diagrams illustrating the structures shown by eroding an

overturn to different depths.

anticline at b and a syncline at a. Such overturns are liable to

lead to a confusion which can only be cleared up by careful detailed

work.

In CD' and E'F', the structure is the same, but is somewhat

modified.

Most of the overturns found have been eroded so as to give ex-

posures between those of CD' and E'F'. Sometimes there is a

marked change in the dip on the two sides, as a low north dip on

the upper side and a high north dip in the underfolded strata.

In such a case an overturn is suggested, and if an exposure giving

a dip contrary to the general dip can be found, as c in CD', it has

generally been considered as confirming the probable existence of

an overturn at that point.

In many cases the only actual evidence obtainable is a single dip

or two contrary to the general direction of dip. In such a case.
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the suggestion thus given may often be strengthened by the presence

of shales, or of the thin bed of novaculite and silicious shale, all of

which are believed to be low in the columnar sections and there-

fore, if exposed at all, would be near the axis. In a few cases the

presence of the igneous rock or of parallel outcrops of the thin

bedded novaculite and silicious shales was considered as a possible

evidence of an anticlinal axis. In only a few cases could the actual

continuity of the beds be traced.

When erosion has cut down to the level GH, it is next to im-

possible to recognize the axis unless a good exposure of rocks low

in. the series occurs directly in the axis.

When all these fail there has been tried successfully, in cases

where the overturn is suspected, the plan of tracing an anticline

into the disputed locality. Thus in Fig. 15 a layer of sandstone is

Figs. 15, 16. —Diagrams illustrating the changes of dip and strike in the

development of an overturned anticline.

represented as rising from a low anticline and merging into a high

overturn. Were the block planed off, the outcrop would have some

such shape as that shown in Fig. 16, on one side the dip remaining

constant in direction, and probably not varying much in amount

;

on the side toward the observer not only is the outcrop curved

somewhat, but the low dip at the further side gradually rises, finally

becomes perpendicular, and then is reversed by the complete over-

turn of the fold.

In no case were continuous outcrops of that character found, but

the plan used was to select some unusually hard layer or layers in-

volved in the overturn, and to trace them partly by means of out-

crops and partly by means of the scattered blocks on the surface,
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which resisting decay would indicate the presence of the hard

layers beneath. Many of the overturns in the eastern part of the

area were worked out in this way.

To resume, overturns may be suggested or located : (i) by the

existence of anticlines to the east or west of a given locality
; (2) by

the prevalence over an unusually broad area of high dips in one

direction
; (3) by topographic relief; (4) by the exposure in parallel

outcrops of deep-seated beds.

VI. Detailed Structure on the Eastern Sheet.

The detailed structure will be described under the artificial

divisions made by the two map sheets of the area. The two

general divisions of the eastern sheet may be studied under

:

T. The Caddo Valley.

2. The area of drift, the Chalybeate mountain being taken as

the northern edge of the area of drift.

Eastern Portion of Caddo River Valley.

The Caddo valley may be divided into an east and west portion,

the dividing line being in range 22 W.

As will be explained more fully elsewhere, the topography of the

portion of the eastern sheet north of the Chalybeate mountain,

while broken up by divides and ridges into minor valleys, is a broad

valley, differing in manyVays from the country south of Chalybeate

mountain.

Blakeley Creek Anticline. —The limits of this anticline were not

definitely determined, but the ridge produced by it is between 100

and 150 feet high and five miles long, running from 4 S., 18 W.,

section 27, to 4 S., 19 W., section 26, along the south side of

Blakeley creek. The ridge is of novaculite, but the novaculite bed

is only poorly exposed. The ridge is serrated (as illustrated under

Prairie Bayou anticline, Fig. 16), steep on the north side, the south

side forming a water-shed to Prairie Bayou. It is highly probable

that this anticline is continued further east, connecting with the

one a mile and a half north of Social Hill.

Mijior Anticlines. —Two minor anticlines were found in 4 S.,

18 W., south half of section 29.

By minor anticlines is meant those in which the evidence of fold-

ing is meagre, or which could not be traced or other evidence of
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their existence found, or in which the thickness of the beds would

indicate a small fold compared with the majority of folds. The

evidence in most of these cases is only negative, but many of these

so-called minor anticlines may prove to be quite as important as

some which better exposures have disclosed more satisfactorily.

T/ie Prairie Bayou Anticline. —Fig. 17 will give an idea of the

structure of the Prairie Bayou anticline and of its accompanying

topography, which may be taken as a type of the serrated ridges.

The topography is a gentle slope draining from the top of the ridge

next north leading to a long narrow valley, perfectly flat and

covered by a deposit of novaculite gravel. This little valley is

bounded on the south by a nearly perpendicular bluff 100 feet high,

at whose base flows Prairie Bayou. From the top of the bluff the

ground slopes gently south.

The anticline was first observed in the prairie from which Prairie

^Sanders Creels

Fig. 17. —Section across Prairie Bayou anticline at Sanders Post-office.

Bayou takes its name in 4 S., 18 W., section 33. At that point it

seems to be an overturn of the type CD', Fig. 14 (preceding chap-

ter). From here it can be traced up the valley of Prairie Bayou,

keeping close to the township line between 4 and 5 S., until in

4 S., 19 W., section 31, it becomes a simple anticline. The head

of the east and west valley is at this point. It is crossed by the

Arkadelphia-Hot Springs road in 4 S., 20 W., section 36, about an

eighth of a mile north of the township line. The existence of

several good springs on the axis along its western part should be

noted. Westward from where it is crossed by the Hot Springs

road the country is flat, and no indication of the axis is found until

in 4 S., 20 W., section 31, where an anticline brings novaculite to

the surface on the Big Hill creek. The ridge is 75 or 100 feet

high and half a mile long ; it is probably a continuation of the

Prairie creek anticline.

Valley Fork Overturn. —In 5 S., 20 W., on the line between

sections 3 and 4, De Roche creek cuts through a fifty-foot ridge a
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couple of hundred yards north of the crossing of the old Malvern-

Murfreesboro road. The upper beds of the novaculite appear at the

surface, but in a very small exposure. The structure appears to be

an overturn. In 5 S., 20 W,, section 6, on Big Hill creek, dips in the

shale suggest that this overturn crosses the creek a little north of the

half mile line. In 5 S., 21 W., section 4, on the Valley Fork of

Point Cedar creek, half a mile north of Valley post-office, a seventy-

five foot ridge is cut by the stream, exposing novaculite in thin

ledges for a total thickness of 100 feet. The dip is perpendicular,

indicating an overturn of the type G'H', Fig. 14. The connection

between this and the first exposure is doubtful, but having the same

structure, and being in the same strike, it may be assumed that they

are the same. West of the exposure on Valley Fork, the overturn

can be traced into an anticline which is crossed by a branch of

Point Cedar creek in 5 S., 21 W., section 7, northeast quarter.

The strike from Valley Fork west is a little south of west. No
trace of it was found further west, unless a small anticline on Cox's

creek in 5 S., 22 W., section 9, southwest quarter be a continuation

of it.

Minor Anticlines. —A small anticline is crossed by the Arkadel-

phia-Hot Springs road in 5 S., 20 W., in the south half of section i

;

and another in 5 S., 20 W., north half of section 9, by De Roche
creek.

BayoiL Delile Overturn. —The Bayon Delile in its upper course

runs east for some distance along the foot of a 75 or 100 foot ridge,

finally turns south and cuts through the ridge in 5 S., 18 W., ex-

posing an overturn in the gap with its overthrow to the south. This

overturn shows again in perpendicular dips in 5 S., 19 W., section

15. It appears again to the south in 5 S., 20 W., just south of the

northeast corner of section 16, on De Roche creek. It has not

been found further west.

Minor Anticlines. —In 5 S., 20 W., section 16, close to the south-

west corner, on a small branch of De Roche creek, is a small anti-

cline, and again in 5 S., 21 W., section 13, is another or possibly

a continuation of the first. In section 26, on the Caddo an anti-

cline with a southwest strike shows very nicely. In 5 S., 22 W.,

southeast quarter of section 17 and southwest quarter of section 16,

near the south section line, anticlines are exposed on Cox's creek.

Also in the southeast quarter of section 15 a small anticline is ex-

posed on a tributary of Cox's creek.
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Through the centre of 5 S., 21 and 22 W., runs a belt about two

and one-half miles broad in which the strata are nearly horizontal,

the dip varying from 0° to 25° a little east of south.

De Roche Creek Anticline. —In 5 S., 20 W., the De Roche creek

anticline is crossed by the Arkadelphia-Hot Springs road in the

centre of the northeast quarter of section 36. Haifa mile further

west, where the axis is crossed by De Roche creek, Mr. Branner

found it well exposed in the bank of the creek. The belt of north

dips, a mile broad here, becomes narrow to the west until, as it

enters 5 S., 21 W., it is less than a quarter of a mile broad, the

axis being crossed by Big Hill creek half a mile from its mouth. It

is crossed by the Caddo a mile west, in the northeast quarter of

section 35, the strike being deflected a little south of west. It has

not been identified further west.

The connection of the axis exposed on De Roche creek with

that on Big Hill creek may be strongly questioned, even though the

evidence obtained points that way. Theoretically it would be

more satisfactory to connect it with the Big Hill creek anticline

next described.

Big Hill Creek Anticline. —Just at the mouth of Big Hill creek in

5 S., 21 W., section 36, a ridge (140') juts boldly out, the rock show-

ing a dip of Z^° S. As an anticline crosses the Caddo a mile west

of this point in section 35, in the same strike, it is probable that

the high ridge is in the axis of an overturn. This ridge is con-

tinued west of the mouth of Big Hill creek, forming a narrow di-

vide between the Caddo and Big Hill creek which here runs east

and parallel to the Caddo a quarter of a mile before running into

it. The south side of this divide is for some distance composed al-

most entirely of a ^^^^ bedding surfaces having a dip of 78° S., 2°

W. For a mile or two north of where this anticline is crossed by

the Caddo the structure is not clear, the dip varying rapidly ; evi-

dences of a fault are abundant, but the amount of throw could not

be determined.

Caddo River Anticline. —The Caddo river anticline is thought to

start in an anticline near the Ouachita river, a little south of the

centre of 5 S., 18 W., which is crossed by the military road east of

the centre of section 29.

In 5 S., 19 W., an overturn which has been assumed to be on

the same anticlinal axis shows nicely on Waterhole branch, a tribu-

tary of De Roche creek, in the southern part of section 34. The
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overthrow is to the north, of the type G'H', Fig. 13, and an ap-

proximate correlation of strata is possible. In the northern part of

township 6 S., ranges 19 to 22 W., is a long shale valley just north

of the Chalybeate mountain, occupied to the east by De Roche

creek, further west by the Caddo river, and still further west by

Brushy creek. In various parts of this valley there is much indi-

rect evidence of an anticline or overturn, but, aside from those

mentioned above, at only two places was direct evidence obtained,

and that was not very satisfactory. In 6 S., 20 W., section 10,

near the northwest corner is a round mound 80-100 feet high giv-

ing a dip of 75° N., 7° E. on the north side and 60° S., 2° W., on

the south sidej and in 6 S., 21 W., northeast quarter of section

12, at the bend in the Caddo there is some appearance of over-

turning. Scattered perpendicular dips in shales on. about the same

line would suggest that an anticline or overturn passed through the

two points mentioned.

Western Portion of the Caddo River Valley.

In this division the structure is in several cases well displayed by

anticlinal ridges which rise sharply from the broad valleys here

predominating. The structures in these broad valleys is obscure,

as might be expected, and in some portions the shale and in-

terbedded sandstones have been twisted, faulted and jammed to-

gether until they defy all attempts to work out the original struc-

ture.

In 5 S., 22 W., Dr. J. P. Smith reports^ four anticlines north of

the Caddo river, the most southern of which is probably the same

as the overturn giving the novaculite ridge north of Rock creek.

It is probably this anticline which appears at the bend of the

Caddo in 5 S., 23 W., section 17.

Sugar Loaf Creek Anticline. —In 5 S., 23 W., in section i or

2, near the section line, on Sugar Loaf creek is one of the few ex-

amples of an anticline where the axis is exposed, showing the beds

closely bent on themselves. This exposure occurs at a road cross-

ing where the creek makes a sharp turn to the east. It may be a

continuation of one of the anticlines found by Dr. Smith.

Caney Fork Anticline. —In 5 S., 23 W., at the bend of the Caddo

in section 11 is another case of an overturn showing well in the

^ Geol. Siirv. of Ark. ^ Rep. for 1 890, Vol. iii, Mount Ida sheet.
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axis.^ The axis is crossed by the Caddo again in section i6 near

the mouth of Caney Fork. It forms a fifty-foot ridge running

along the south side of the Caddo. In section 1 6 it is crossed by

the river again just south of where it turns east, and again a quarter

of a mile further west in section 17. In 5 S., 24 W., there is an

overturn in the northern part of section 24 showing poorly on and

near the Amity-Rock creek road. This may be a continuation of

the preceding, and if it is, it is probable that this anticline may

be considered as running up the Rock creek valley near the middle

east and west section line of the township. It is the determining

factor in the structure of the northern part of Pine mountain.

Fig. 18. —Contorted sandstone, shale, and novaculite exposed on the Caddo;

100 feet wide by 50 feet high.

In 5 S., 23 W., the northwest corner of section 21, on the Caddo,

is one of the best exposures of the thin bedded novaculite and si-

licious shales and in the shales, on either side are good examples of

contorted strata. Fig. 18 shows the wrinkling of these beds.

There is also here a small but good example of a reversed fault

having a throw of two and one-half feet.

Sugar Loaf Mountain Anticline. —In 5 S., 23 W., the northeast

1 Photographs were obtained of many of the more interesting structural fea-

tures of the region, but through an accident nearly three dozen of the best nega-

tives were destroyed when it was too late to replace them.
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quarter of section 14 is a sugar-loaf-shaped knob of novaculite

about 200 feet high making a conspicuous landmark, as the country

for a few miles in every direction is comparatively level. This may

be a continuation of the Haw Knob anticline, the evidence being

insufficient to decide the question.

The Haw Knob Anticline. —The Haw Knob anticline is first

met with in a small ravine in 5 S., 23 W., about the centre of sec-

tion 22. Half a mile southwest it is crossed by the Amity-Caddo

Gap road, novaculite being exposed on either side of the road.

Running southwest the novaculite produces a ridge which, though

broken at two places, rises until at the western end, in the northeast

quarter of section 29, where it is nearly three hundred feet high, it

forks and ends abruptly. Farther west it appears to be continuous

with an anticline on a branch of Antoine creek in section 30 north-

west quarter and another anticline a mile further west in 5 S., 24

W., section 25, quarter of a mile north of the centre. The inter-

FiG. 19. —Section across a stream tohuvv-

ing an anticline.

mediate structure, however, is too broken to allow of direct con-

nection being traced.

This structure seems to show that Pine mountain, running east

and west through the centre of 5 S., 24 W., is synclinal in its

structure.

Minor Anticlines. —Between the HawKnob and Amity anticlines

the structure seems to be a syncline with the layers near the surface

crumpled into a number of small folds. Along the Amity-Caddo

Gap road in 5 S., 23 W., section 27 and 22, several anticlines are

exposed. On the Caddo, in 5 S., 23 W., section 13, two overturns

are exposed, one on the east bank close to where the Caddo crosses

the south section line of section 13, and the other on the western

side at the mouth of a small drain a little below where the Caddo

crosses the west section line of section 13. The latter fold is a gap-

ing anticline along which the stream flows. Fig. 19 shows a section
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across the fold. Exposures of igneous rocks are common in the

region of these small anticlines.

Amity Anticline. —The Amity anticline is first noticed as a nose

on the Caddo in 5 S., 23 W., near the centre of section 24. By
means of a quartzite layer it was traced southwest into the novac-

ulite ridge just north of Amity. It makes a low rise, exposing

novaculite just east of the Amity-Hot Springs road in the southeast

quarter of section 27 ; it forms the low ridge, seven hundred yards

long, just north of Amity. This anticline can be traced by means

of the large novaculite blocks strewn on the ground for a quarter

Fig. 20. —Faulted sandstones near Amity, Clark county (5 S., 23 W., section

30, S. E. quarter).

of a mile west of the end of the ridge along the direction of the

strike. Where it crosses a small drain in section 33 the horizontal

outcrops of the rocks are sharply bent, without fracturing, through

an arc of 110°. In the northeast quarter of section 31, an anti-

cline in the same strike crosses a tributary of the north fork of An-

toine creek. It has not been distinguished further west. Near the

last mentioned exposure is a curious example of faulting of the

rocks; it is illustrated in Fig. 20. This fold is of interest as being

the most southern anticline to bring thick bedded novaculite to the

surface. The structure is overturned where the novaculite is ex-

posed.

Minor Anticline. —In 5 S., 23 W., section 31, the southeast quar-

ter, the dips indicate the existence of ah anticline which is seen
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again in the same strike in 6 S., 24 W., section 2, where a small

drain crosses the township line, near the north and south half-mile

line of the section. This region between the Amity and Big Bear

anticlines has been very badly crushed in 5 S., 23 W., sections 31

to 33. Fig. 21 is an example of crushing in shale exposed in a

Fig. 21. —Examples of crushed shale

in 5 S., 23 W., section t,^-

creek bottom in section ^2>i northwest quarter. In the southwest

quarter of section t,^)^ ^^ ^^^^ junction of two small creeks, is a fault

with an offset in the outcrop of several yards, the sandstone layers

being sharply jammed together and the shales tightly squeezed.

Fifty yards from this point up the stream that enters from the west,

the way the shales are crowded upon the end of a hard layer of

Stream

Fig. 22. —Shale in the bed of a stream showing secondary

movement.

sandstone suggests that the movement may have taken place since

the stream eroded away the part of the Imrd layer which is gone

(see Fig. 22).

An Overturjt. —In 5 S., 22 W., section 32, near the northwest

corner are evidences (stronger in section 31, north of centre of

section) of an overturn. The overturn follows up a little creek,

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXYI. loO. S. PKI^•TED AUGUST11, 1897.
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the thin bed of novaculite and siliceous shale being exposed along

the axis. In 5 S., 23 W., the axis strikes S., 20° W., across section

2S to ^6, being readily traced by the fragments of novaculite over

the surface. Passing into 6 S., 23 W., it follows the same course,

the novaculite being exposed on both sides of the axis. In 6 S.,

24 W., it crosses the north fork of Antoine creek just north of the

crossing of the Alpine-Kirby road, where the anticline is no

longer overturned.

Big Bear Mountain Overturn. —The Big Bear mountain over-

turn is almost .in the strike of the last-mentioned one, but at the

eastern end it seems to be deflected to the south. This anticline

starts in 6 S., 24 W., section 11, southeast quarter, runs a little

north of west for half a mile, then turns and runs S., 70° W., into

6 S., 25 W., on the western sheet, the southeast quarter of section

14 at the crossing of the Kirby-Murfreesboro road.

The Little Bear mountain, to be described later, is in this same

strike, but its eastern end is deflected south, much as the eastern

end of the Big Bear mountain is ; otherwise the Bear mountains

and the preceding anticline might be considered as a single anti-

cline from the Caddo to the Little Missouri.

The Big Bear mountain anticline produces a high, sharp, irregu-

lar ridge. This ridge, which is about three hundred feet high, rises

from a low, flat country and so makes a conspicuous landmark. It

is the best example of an overturned anticlinal ridge in the region.

The crest is sometimes as sharp as the roof of a house, the hard

layer which makes this crest in many places forming the south

flank of the mountain for a score or two of feet from the top with

a dip of 67°. In several places where there is an exposed dip on

the crest of ten or fifteen feet in length, springs start out from the

very top of the ridge. In 6 S., 24 W., between sections 16 and 17,

it is cut square in two by Gap creek.

While this may be due to the same causes that have allowed the

main streams to run south across the strike of the beds, in this

case the explanation seems to be that it 'is due to a backward cut-

ting stream, an excellent example of which is a small stream on

top of the ridge farther east. One of the little channels starting

from a depression in the crest, as shown in Figs. 23 and 24, has cut

its way along the top but on the side of the crest opposite to that

down which it flows. This has continued until the channel extends

for some distance along the top and has made a deep gap of the
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original depression from which it flowed. Given time enough, thereW.11 be formed at that point a gap cut clear to the bottom. The

F,cs. 2., .4._Top of Bear Mountain, showing the deveIop„«„, of a gap.

:i~:etp:'^
''''- ^^" '- -'-^ -^ "- ^^^' -^ « ^ ^^w p,ace.
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Alpine AnfiWine.— The Alpine anticline was first notedJin;6 S.,

22 W Sec. 9, northeast quarter, in parallel outcrops of thm

bedded novaculite and siliceous shale. It is crossed by the Alpine-

Amity road half a mile northwest of Alpine. In 6 S., 23 W., it

can be traced across sections 13, 14, i.S and 16, having a.strike a

7c^-^S

Figs. 25, 26.—Profiles of Antoine mountain, Pike county, Arkansas.

little south of west. It appears to be crossed by the Amity-Mur-

freesboro road in section 19, southwest quarter. It has not been

found to the west.
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Minor anticlines occur in the same township southeast quarter of

section 8 and north half of section 17. Their extent is unknown.

Antoine Mountam Anticline. —Questionable traces of the An-

toine mountain anticline appear in 6 S., 23 W., near the centre of

section 22. In section 19, it forms a ridge extending westward into

6 S., 24 W., through the south half of sections 23 and 24, and probably

forms the ridge across the township along the south side of Wood-
all's creek. The main ridge is two hundred to three hundred feet

high, and is chiefly interesting on account of the anticlinal wall on

its summit. This (see Figs. 25 and 26) is a low irregular wall

about a quarter of a mile long, from the side resembling an old,

ruined fortress. It varies in height and thickness. On the north

side it is in places 15 to 20 feet high; on the south side it is fre-

quently 40 feet high, and in thickness it varies from a wall from

3 to 6 feet thick to a mound-shaped pile of stones. The layers

are not continuous, but the break is not due to faulting. The
wall is composed of a pile of lenticular rock masses suggesting

that while being bent the layers give way in small blocks, and

these, under great pressure or tension, have elongated and assumed

the shape and position as shown, and have been left behind by ero-

sion. The theoretical consideration of thfs is taken up in VIII.

The rock at this point is a firm white standstone showing little or

no signs of metamorphism.

Minor anticlines. —There are two anticlines in 6 S., 24 W. One
first noted in section 24, southwest quarter, was traced a little south

of west to the centre of section 27. It makes a one hundred foot

ridge and probably continues in the same course westward. The
other one forms the low ridge just north of Caney Fork post-office,

running from the centre of section 26 through the south half of

section 27, and probably continues westward. Judging from the

fact that traces of manganese show at the top of the last-mentioned

ridge, the heavy novaculites, or the horizon at which they occur,

cannot be far below the surface.

The Region of the Overwash.

As only four of the anticlines in the region of the overwash

were definitely found at more than one locality, those four will be

spoken of first.

The Mill Creek Anticline. —In 7 S., 21 W., northwest quarter of

section 24, on Mill creek, an anticline is reported by Dr. O. P.
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Hay^ having a strike about 20° north of west. In this same strike

Prof. T. C. Hopkins of this survey found an anticline on Bell's

creek in 7 S., 21 W., section 18, northvvejst quarter, and also in

7 S., 22 W., section 11, southwest quarter, on Terre Noir creek.

This anticline having a strike of N., 7° W., runs at a high angle to

the general trend of the structure of this region.

Straight Mountain Anticline. —The relation of the Straight moun-

tain anticline to the structure of the Chalybeate mountain to the

east is not known ; it is assumed as starting at Antoine creek in

6 S., 23 W., section ^t^, southeast quarter. It produces an anti-

clinal ridge, known as the Straight mountain, from two hundred to

three hundred feet high, running a little south of west into 6 S.,

24 W., section 36, and from this point is continued as the Wall

mountain. It is broken at one point by Kirkland creek, which

makes a gap in it.

Wall Mountain Anticline. —Wall mountain anticline is a continu-

ation of the Straight mountain fold, and runs south of west to the

Little Missouri river, which it reaches in 7 S., 25 W., southwest

quarter of section 7. Starting from the Hot Springs road in 6 S.,

24 W., section 36, for about a mile it forms an anticlinal ridge

three hundred feet high*; beyond this a little stream has cut its way

into the anticline, and lowered it somewhat. This gives an excel-

lent example of a breached anticline (Figs. 27 and 28).

In the sections given in Fig. 27, I shows the profile of the high

unbroken ridge in the background toward the east ; II, III and IV

are successive profiles coming toward the foreground (westward),

showing the cutting down of the centre of the ridge by the stream

which originally cut in, and now drains by way of the gap shown

in section IV ; the full line gives a section on the west side of the

gap. One of the interesting features of this ridge is shown in

the illustration. This is a great wall, at one place about sixty

feet high, crowning the summit of the north arm of the ridge for

more than half a mile. It is composed of a layer of hard sand-

stone eight feet thick, rising perpendicularly. The manner in which

it has withstood erosion is due partly to its hardiness and partly to

its being so exactly vertical that detached masses simply rest in their

places. The outcrop of the same layer of rock shows along the

summit of the southern arm.

This weathering of the rocks in vertical walls is not uncommon

^ Geol. Surv. of Ark., Rep. for 1888, Vol. ii, p. 271.
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Figs. 27, 28.—Map andap and sections of Wall mountain.
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on a small scale. In several places, where the heavy layers of sand-

stone are perpendicular at their outcrops, the topography is charac-

terized by these irregular parallel walls, from two or three to ten

feet high, running as far as the eye can reach.

Suck Creek Ove7'iurn. —The Suck creek overturn was only seen

in 8 vS., 23 W., first showing on a small creek in the southeast

quarter of section 13. It is crossed by Antoine creek near the

mouth of Suck creek in the southwest quarter of section 11, show-

ing nicely in a small exposure on the east bank. It was traced up

Suck creek about two miles \ it appears to be an overturn all the

way. Its strike is N., 65° W.

Other Anticlines. —The structure of the Chalybeate mountain

was not solved, but the evidence suggests that it is an underthrown

syncline, with the Caddo river anticline on one side, and on the

south side an anticline of which no trace was found, unless there

could be considered as such, perpendicular dips in 6 S., 22 W.,

section 13, near where the old Camden road leaves the Arkadel-

phia-Mount Ida road, or an exposure of shales apparently in the

axis of an overturn in 6 S., 20 W., northern part of section 26, on

the Caddo.

In 7 S., 21 W., section 10, an anticline is crossed by a tributary

of Winfred creek in the northern part of the section, and another

is crossed by Winfred creek in the southwest quarter. These have

a strike of S., 65° W. In section 6 an anticline is crossed by

Bell's creek in the southwest corner of the section with an east and

west strike.

In 6 S., 22 W., section 36, an anticline was found at the end of

a ridge; it probably continues to the Terre Noir, forming a ridge

which runs a little south of west.

In 6 S., 23 W., there is an anticline or overturn just at the south

township line in section 34 on the Antoine. It may be the cause

of the valley of White Oak creek.

In 7 S., 23 W., it is probable that there is an anticline in the

east and west valley running through the centre of sections 12, 11,

10, etc. Traces of manganese found near Story's store, section 10,

southeast quarter, tend to confirm this supposition. In the centre

of the township the strata for several square miles are so nearly

perpendicular that a variation of a very {t\N degrees gives the

appearance of an anticline, so that it is impossible to tell which are

anticlines and which are not. In section 22 is a large, flat area,
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and the evidence of an overturn here are somewhat stronger, chiefly

the presence of shales with north and south dips. In the southern

part of section 27, on the west bank of Antoine creek, a long bluff,

seventy-five feet high, gives an excellent exposure of rock, and on

either side of one point the layers bend toward each other in such

a way as to suggest the axis of an overturn. Bluff mountain, a

quarter of a mile farther south, also gives a fine exposure. An

anticline probably crosses the big river-bottom in section 34, 7 S.,

23 W.
In 7 S., 24 W., high dips and a ridge one hundred feet high,

crossing Wolf creek near the centre of section 21, suggest the

probability of an overturn with a strike S., 70° W. This is in the

strike of an overturn on Prairie creek, to be described later.

VII. Detailed Structure on the Western Sheet.

Township 4 South.

Rachel Mountain Axis.— 'R.SiChtX mountain is a novaculite ridge

in the northern part of 4 S., 30 W., and has been described in the

report on novaculite.^ Its axis crosses the Brushy Fork of the Cos-

satot in 4 S., 30 W., section 5, southwest quarter. It ceases to be

a novaculite ridge before reaching the Brushy Fork. In the same

strike in 4 S., 32 W., section i, half a mile south of Cove, an anti-

cline is crossed by the line road, and traces of it are found in 4 S.,

31 W.

Buffalo Creek Anticlinal Axis. —This axis is reported by Mr.

Means- as crossing the Brushy Fork in 4 S., 30 W., section 7, the

southwest quarter, near the mouth of Horn creek.

In 4 S., 31 W., it was noted again in section 12 and in section

10; the presence of igneous rock and the topography across that

row of sections suggest its continuity in a due west direction.

In 4 S., 32 W., Mr. Means found the axis crossing the Old Line

road near the middle of the section line between 11 and 12. A
few uncertain dips indicate that it continues westward, and that it

determines the Buffalo creek valley.

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. iii, p. 262.

2 Mr. J. H. Means, assistant geologist of this survey, worked up considerable

of the area included in 4 and 5 S., 30 and 32 W. Most of the structure in 30

W. was gone over to get its connection and relation to the structure further east.

That in 4 and 5 S., 31 and 32 W., is largely taken directly from Mr. Means'

notes.
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Mr. Means also reports an anticline or overturn on Brushy Fork

in 4 S., 30 W., section 17, northwest quarter.

Barn Creek Anticline. —Raspberry mountain is a novaculite

ridge crossing 4 S., 29 W., near the centre, and reaching the Cos-

satot in 4 S., 30 W., section 14, southeast quarter. Following

this strike there is an anticline in sections 17 and 18, south part,

which Brushy Fork crosses three times with an S-shaped curve, and

in the southwest quarter of section 18 it is crossed by Rock
creek.

Further west it is followed by Barn creek, and shows as an anti-

cline near where the Old Line road crosses Barn creek in 4 S., 32

W., section 13.

To the west Mr. Means found this axis to be replaced by one a

quarter of a mile further south. Barn creek swings south and fol-

lows the last axis quite closely across 4 S., 32 W.
Pontiac Anticline. —The end of a long novaculite ridge crosses

the Cossatot in 4 S., 30 W., northwest quarter of section 22, just

north of Pontiac post-office. It runs out as a ridge a mile to

the west where it has a strike a little south of west. In this strike,

in section 20, the northwest quarter, an anticline is crossed by

Brushy Fork.

.

West of this point no anticline was found until 4 S., 32 W., sec-

tion 19, where Mr. Means reports an anticline crossing Hickory

creek near its junction with Buff'alo creek.

Anticlines on the Cossatot. —In 4 S., 30 W., two small anticlines

are crossed by the Brushy Fork in section 20, one near the north

section line and the other a little more than a quarter of a mile

further south.

About a quarter of a mile from the south side of section 20

(4 S., 30 W.), Brushy Fork and the Cossatot are separated by a

high but narrow neck of land, ten to twenty yards wide. They

diverge, however, and flow together a mile further down. On the

Cossatot side of this neck is exposed the fault shown in PI. VIII.

This same fault shows again in section 21 at the first bend in the

Cossatot south of Pontiac post-office. It is really a double fault,

as shown in the Cossatot section on PL I.

In the same township, section 30, near the half-mile line, the

Cossatot crosses an overturned anticline. A quarter of a mile

below, in the southwest quarter of section 29, the Cossatot crosses

another anticline, and near the south section line of section 29, it
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crosses still another. This last anticline is in the same strike as

one crossed by Baker creek near the south section line of section

25 of the same township. In section 31, southeast quarter, the

Cossatot crosses an overturned anticline, as shown in PL 11.

Hickory Creek Anticline. —In 4 S., 31 W., section 26, southeast

quarter, an anticline is crossed by Flat creek. In this same strike

Mr. Means reports an anticline crossed by the Old Line road in

4 S., 32 W., section 25, southwest quarter. Going westward it

forms a low ridge which separates the two branches of Hickory

creek. This fold was not seen west of sections 28 and t^2>' ^^
anticline was found by Mr. Purdue in 4 S., 29 W., section 35.

A few other minor folds were noted.

Fig. 29. —Fault on the Cossatot near the Mouth of Brushy Fork (4 S. 30 W.,

Sec. 20).

Structure in Township 5 South.

Novaculite Ridges. —As the novaculite ridges have been described

in detail in the report on novaculite^ they will only be mentioned

here. In 5 S., 25 and 26 W., the northern two tiers of sections

are occupied by novaculite ridges; Brook's mountain, North moun-

tain. Warm Spring mountain, Line mountain, and others. In'5 S.,

^ Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1S90, Vol, iii, Chap. xiii.
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27 W., the end of Line Mountain crosses sections t and 2, and

Raven mountain, with a south of west strike, enters sections 4 and 5.

Between sections 5 and 6 it is cut by the Little Missouri river, the

anticlinal structure showing^ distinctly. West of the Little Missouri

it strikes a little north ot west, and under the name of Prairie

mountain crosses the northeastern section of 5 S., 28 W., gradually

entering 4 S., 28 W. It is crossed by the Saline at Moore's mill,

in section 31, and it comes to an end a mile or two further west.

In 5 S., 31 W., a novaculite ridge, called the Cross mountain,

rises in section 2 and runs out at the Line road in 5 S., 32 W., in

the northern part of section i.

^^ 5 S., 32 W., the southern part of section i, are two short

novaculite ridges in the same strike. The Line road passes between

the two through what is known as ''the gap." In the southeast

corner of section 2 another ridge rises and runs west to the gap at

the head of West creek, in the southwest quarter of section 3.

West of this gap it rises to a height of 450 feet, and is known as

Potato hill, then it runs a little south of west and passes out of the

State at section 7. Between sections 11 and 14 the South moun-

tain begins, strikes west for two miles, where it is cut by the head

waters of Cross creek, then runs south of west and passes out of

the State in section 18. These ridges continue west into the

Indian Territory, but how far and how important they become

is not known.

BalV s Branch Anticline. —Ball's Branch anticline is crossed by

the Saline river in 5 S., 28 W., section 6, near the centre of the

section.^ In 5 S., 29 W., this same anticline passes through sec-

tions I and 2, crosses Harris Fork in section 2, northwest quarter.

Though the anticline was not found to the west, ridges which occur

in its strike suggest that it, at least, continues across the northern

edge of 5 S., 29 W.
In 5 S., 30 W., the Cossatot crosses an overturn near the north

section line of section 6.

The Watkins' Mill Overtwned Anticline. —The Watkins' mill

fold is a simple anticline where crossed by the Saline in 5 S.,

28 W., section 5, on the south section line.

Where it is crossed by Harris Fork at Watkins' mill, in 5 S.,

1 Practically all the structure of ranges 28 and 29 W. was worked out by Prof.

A. H. Purdue, Professor of Geology at the Arkansas Industrial University, for-

merly assistant on the Geological Survey.
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29 W., in the southeast corner of section 3, a recent exposure

made in the bank shows the strata making a complete overturn.

Prof. Purdue reports this to be an unusually fine illustration of an

overturn. The overthrow is to the south. Though this fold was

not found further west, the monoclinal ridge just north of it was

traced across the township, indicating that the anticline continues

across the township with a strike a little north of west.

In 5 S., 30 W., there is probably an overturn in sections 6 or 7

—an eastward continuation of the Cross mountain. Only north

dips were found, however.

Minor Anticlines. —In 5 S., 28 W., section 8, northeast quarter,

the West Saline crosses an anticline a little below Lance's mill, and

in the centre of the southeast quarter of the same section there is

another one. In 5 S., 29 W., there were found, corresponding to

these two anticlines, two doubtful anticlines on Harris Fork; one a

quarter of a mile south of Watkins' mill in section 10, and the

other a quarter of a mile north of the southwest corner of section 11.

Prior Ridge Anticline. —In 5 S., 27 W., the structure and topog-

raphy suggest an overturned anticline in the northwest corner of

section 17. It is overthrown to the north. At the Little Missouri

it is hidden in bottom land, but a short distance west of that

stream it makes a ridge between White Oak creek and Clover

creek, which gives evidence of anticlinal structure. This ridge

was traced a little south of west to the Saline, where the structure

is anticlinal. From the Saline to Harris Fork it could not be

traced, but an anticline crossed by Harris Fork in 5 S., 29 W.,

northeast quarter of section 15, is in the same strike and may be

the same axis. This last anticline may also be on the same axis as

an anticline on Moore's creek, section i6, northwest quarter; the

intermediate topography exhibits no clear structural relations.

An anticlinal ridge extends from Moore's creek to the Cossatot

;

the anticlinal structure is shown where it is cut by Moore's creek

in 5 S., 29 W., northwest quarter of section 16. The ridge then

runs a little north of west to 5 S., 30 W., southwest corner of sec-

tion 12, showing the anticlinal structure north of Eldridge post-

office in 5 S., 29 W., section 18, northern part.

In 5 S., 30 W\, it is known as Prior's ridge, and it runs due

west from section 12, the anticline showing where cut by Baker

creek in the southwest corner of section 11, and as an overturn

where cut by the Cossatot in section 7, southeast corner. From
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the Cossatot westward the shales which are exposed on the Cossatot

have been eroded, producing in 5 S., 31 W., the Prior creek valley.

This anticline, if produced into 5 S., 32 W., will join with the

South mountain anticline.

Minor Anticlines. —In 5 S., 29 W., a small anticline is crossed

by Harris Fork in section 15, the southeast quarter. In 5 S.,

30 W., parallel outcrops of the thin novaculite seem to indicate an

anticline or overturn in section 17, northeast quarter. In 5 S.,

32 W., section 16, northwest quarter, two small anticlines are cut

by Cross creek.

^

Baker Spring Ridge Ajiticline. —In 5 S., 27 W., the Little Mis-

souri river crosses an anticline in the northwest quarter of section

16. This anticline runs a little south of west, forming a two hun-

dred foot ridge between Clover creek and James creek. In 5 S.,

28 W., it is crossed by the Saline in the southeast corner of section

16; from this point it runs due west, being crossed by Harris Fork

in 5 S., 29 W., section 15, in the southeast corner. On the south

side of the anticline, between Harris Fork and Moore's creek, is a

two hundred to two hundred and fifty foot ridge, highest at the

Harris Fork end. It passes south of Baker Spring in 5 S., 20 W.,

section 14, southeast corner, and where cut by Baker creek, in sec-

tion 15, southeast corner, there is one of the best exposures of an

anticline in the whole area.

Going west the ridge made by this fold rises to a height of two

hundred to two hundred and fifty feet. It is crossed by the Cossa-

tot in the southeast quarter of section 17. In the centre of section

17 is the fine exposure known as the Falls of the Cossatot. The

topographic effect of these heavy ledges is seen in the long high

ridge between Prior creek and Cow creek, which runs across 5 S.,

31 W. In the southeast quarter of section 14 and in the same strike

to the east, shales are exposed structurally identical with the shales

just under the heavy novaculite exposed in the Prairie mountain

anticline on the Little Missouri river. Baker Sulphur Springs issue

from this shale.

West of the Cossatot Mr. Means found this anticlinal axis in

5 S., 32 W., section 13, southeast quarter.

Mill-site Branch Anticli?te. —In 5 S., 27 and 28 W., the Mill-

site branch anticline was not surely found, but the presence of thin-

bedded novaculite shales, horizontal dips and the topography sug-

1 All structures on Cross creek were worked out by Prof. A. H. Purdue.
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gest its existence parallel to, and a little over a quarter of a mile

south of, the last-described axis. In 5 S., 29 W., it forms the val-

ley of Mill-site branch through sections 23 and 22. At the mouth

of the creek a small fall in Harris creek offers some water power.

North and south of the Mill-site branch valley are high ridges,

the southernmost one being synclinal in structure. From Harris

Fork to the Cossatot in 5 S., 30 W., section 21, northwest quarter,

the continuity of the structure is clearly defined by the long ridge

north of the Harris Fork valley and ridges between Baker creek

and the Cossatot in 5 S., 30 W. Mr. Means crossed the anticline

in the northwest quarter of section 20, but it was not found further

west in 5 S., 31 and 32 W. To the east of the Little Missouri no

anticlines were found in this strike, but the topography of the Pine

mountain in 5 S., 26 W., in section 15, south of Lodi post-office,

gives every evidence of being an anticline, probably an overturn.

The ridge, which, for the most of its length, is not conspicuous,

here becomes one hundred and fifty feet high, and this anticline

again may be in the same axis as the overturn south of Rock creek

post-office.

Blocker Branch A7iticline. —Corresponding in strike with the

overturn in the south part of Pine mountain in 5 S., 24 W., as car-

ried out by the topography, is an overturn on the Little Missouri

river in 5 S., 27 W., sections 21-23. This overturn is visible at

a number of places along the river, the bending showing nicely at

the foot of the road just north of Mr. Logan's, north of the centre

of section 22. This fold is remarkable for the low dip on the south

side.

Fig. 30. —North-south section along the Little Missouri river.

The exposure as given in Fig. 30 is two miles long. Pine moun-
tain, shown in this section, is an abrupt ridge on the northern edge

of sections 26 and 27 over two hundred feet high, though it main-

tains this height for only a mile or two to the west. There is probably

a fault just north of this ridge, as seen in the section in Fig. 30.

West of the Little Missouri the course of the anticline is shown
by the low ridge north of Blocker branch. But it could not be
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traced to the Saline river, and, as the structure there is quite different,

it will be considered as confined to 5 S., 27 W. Attention is called

to the northeast direction of the streams in sections 28-30.

Sulphur Spring Branch Anticline. —The structure in 5 S., 29 W.,

is not clear, but the topography and the shales go to show that the

Blocker branch axis is followed by the Sulphur Spring branch an-

ticline in sections 22-24, ^rid from Harris fork to Baker creek the

shale it exposes is a factor in the breadth of the valley of Harris

creek.

In 5 S., 30 W., from Baker creek west, this fold forms a two hun-

dred and fifty foot ridge, the structure showing at several places

where cut by ravines. In this ridge the shales appear well up in the

ridge, while blocks of novaculite lying on the highest point of the

ridge indicate the presence of the layer of thin novaculite.

Reverting to the question of the age of this thin bed of nova-

culite, and referring to section 2, PI. ii, it is readily seen that if

the novaculite occurring thus on top of this ridge be Lower Silu-

rian, as the main body of novaculite is supposed to be, we should

have at this point a belt from one to two miles broad in which

almost nothing but Silurian rocks are exposed.

To the west of the Cossatot no anticline was noted in this strike,

but it is probable that it influences the topography of Cow creek

valley in 5 S., 31 W.
Harris Creek Anticline. —The Harris creek anticline is crossed

by the Saline in 5 S., 28 W., at the north section line of section

28. Thence it passes nearly due west, helping to form the high

ridge south of Sulphur spring branch, in 5 S., 29 W. It then be-

comes part of the Harris creek valley, and is followed by that creek

most of the distance. It is crossed by the Cossatot in 5 S., 30 W.,

at the north section line of section 26. The structure of the fold

is well shown where cut by the Cossatot. From this point it trends

due west, forming a high ridge for over two miles on the south side

of the Cossatot, which, for that distance, flows through a deep nar-

row gorge between this ridge and one just north of it made by the

Sulphur spring branch anticline. The river flows in the trough of

the syncline between these two anticlines, in places being \^alled in

by parallel, almost perpendicular layers of sandstone, which give it

the appearance of a canal. There is an anticline on this same axis

in 5 S., 31 W., section 26, northern part.

Minor Anticlines. —In 5 S., 28 W., an anticline is crossed by the
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Saline river in section 28, northwest quarter, a quarter of a mile

south of the Harris Fork axis. At the same distance south of the

Harris Fork axis, where it is crossed by the Cossatot in 5 S., 30 W.

,

is an anticline corresponding to the one exposed on the Saline.

In 5 S., 32 W., a small anticline is exposed on the Rolling fork

in section 25, a little scuth of the centre of the section, and a quar-

ter of a mile further south another one is crossed by the same stream.

In the strike of these two anticlines, two anticlines are crossed by

Cross creek in section 29, southwest quarter. They may therefore

be considered as on the same axis.

Umpire Anticlinal Axis. —In 5 S., 28 W., the Umpire anticline

forms a ridge in the northern part of sections 34 and 33, and is

crossed by the Saline in the northwest of the northwest of section

TyTy. Further west in section 31 it is crossed by a small stream in

the southwest of the northeast, near an old mill. In 5 S., 29 W.,

it is indicated by the dip in section 35.

In 5 S., 30 W., it is crossed by the Cossatot in the centre of the

northwest quarter of section T^d. In 5 S., 32 W., section 32, south-

west of northwest, an anticline is crossed by Cross creek. Though

in the same strike this can hardly be assumed to be a continuation

of the anticline further east.

Possum Creek Anticline. —In 5 S., 29 W., an anticline runs

close to the south township line. In 5 S., 30 W., sections 35 and

36, the Cossatot crosses the same anticline near the south township

line. The topography, which east of the Cossatot is a valley, to

the west becomes a prominent ridge. It runs west along the town-

ship line south of Possum creek and is found to be an anticline

where crossed by the Rolling Fork just south of the township line,

in 6 S., 32 W., section 2, at the ford of the Eagletown road.

Igneous rock is exposed in the axis at the last named place. There

is an anticline crossed by Possum creek in 5 S., 31 W., section 35,

northwest of southeast, but the topography shows that it cannot be

on this axis.

Other Anticlines. —In the Carboniferous portion of 5 S., 25 and

26 W., the structure is but little exposed. The streams seldom

have deep channels and the dips found are universally south, except

for a quarter of a mile along Bear creek in 5 S., 25 W., section 34,

northwest of northwest. This last mentioned dip discloses the only

anticline definitely known in the township, though in some places

the bending of the rock suggests overturns. Slickensides abound

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXVI. 155. T. PRINTED AUGUST12, 1897.
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all over the region, but there is an unusually fine example of them

in 5 S., 26 W., section 24, southeast quarter, where the edges of

the heavy layers having a dip of 25° are polished horizontally.

Such cases are common and are evidence of faulting, even though

no other testimony be obtained. In this case Self creek has fol-

lowed the fault and has been carried three-quarters of a mile east-

ward.

In the same section, a little south of the centre, the rocks and

topography suggest an overturn with a strike of about S., 73° W.
In 5 S., 26 W., section 28, southwest quarter, on Rock creek in the

same strike, the rocks are sharply curved, and further west in sec-

tion 31, southwest of northwest, an anticlinal axis shows well on

Jhe east branch of the Little Missouri. The structure at this last

exposure is shown on the left of Fig. 30, the fault being introduced

to account for the sudden change of dip.

In 5 S., 27 W., section 25, southwest of southeast, on the Little

Missouri river, a heavy mass of sandstone, showing no bedding and

of unknown extent, appears to have been forced up or down through

a thick exposure of thin-bedded shaly sandstone. The great

quantity of slickensides in every direction in it seems to preclude

the idea of its being an unconformity.

The Structure in Township 6 South,

Little Possum Creek Anticline. —In 6 S., 28 W., the Little

Possum creek axis is crossed by the Saline river in section 8, north-

west of the northwest. It isexposed next in 6 S., 30 W., forming a

ridge south of White Oak creek and showing well its structure at

ihe end of the ridge in the northwest of the northwest of section

10, and also in section 9, northwest quarter. In 6 S., 31 W., this

axis is followed by Little Possum creek. In 6 S., 32 W., it is

crossed by the Rolling Fork in section 12, northwest quarter.

Galena Synclinal Axis. —Just south of the last described anti-

clinal axis and parallel to it are two other anticlines. The northern

one is crossed by the Saline river in 6 S., 28 W., section 8, south-

west of northwest, the other one is crossed by the same stream half

a mile further south. In 6 S., 29 W., only the southern one was

found, following the south section line of sections 10, 11 and 12.

Galena post-office is on the syncline between these two anticlines.

The two folds form a single flat-topped ridge which slopes off to
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the south very gradually. In 6 S., 30 W., the northern one is

crossed by the Cossatot in section 9, southwest quarter, and the

southern anticline in section 17, northwest quarter. Further west

their presence is indicated only by finding outcroppings of igneous

rock in 6 S., 32 W., section 9, southeast of southeast, in the strike

of the northern anticline and in the strike of the southern one in

isection 14, northwest quarter, on Rolling Fork and on the bluffs

above.

Brushy Branch Anticline —The Brushy branch anticline is the

northernmost of the three anticlines that are crossed by the Little

Missouri river in 6 S., 27 W., section 12. It is in the northeast of

the northwest quarter, nicely exposed in shales, and is overthrown to

the north. Just north of it in section i, where the river runs

southwest, a syncline shows on the east bank. It was noted in

section 9, northeast of southeast, south of Brushy branch, with a

strike a little south of west. Following the topography across 6 S.,

28 W., an anticline is crossed by the Saline in 6 S., 29 W., section

24. From here the axis is supposed to run south of west across

•6 S., 29 W. Then turning west it crosses 6 S., 30 W., connecting

with the anticline crossed by the Cossatot, in section 30, the south-

west quarter of the northeast quarter. In section 29 this anticline

forms a high ridge north of Sweeney's creek. Due west of this

another anticline is crossed by the Rolling Fork in 6 S., 32 W., sec-

tions 25 and 27, and again in section 30, northeast of the north-

west, an outcrop of igneous rock indicates its presence.

The White Oak Creek Anticline.— T\vq White Oak creek anti-

cline is the second of those crossed by the Little Missouri in 6 S.,

29 W., section 12. The south side of the anticline appears, as

a small monoclinal ridge, the single layer which forms the body of

the ridge being bent sharply at the top. It then forms the ridge

which runs south of west, south of White Oak creek and the Brushy

fork of the Saline. This ridge, while not sharply defined, is quite

a high one, forming a watershed between Brushy Fork and the

drainage to the south and southeast. In 6 S., 29 W., it is crossed

by the Saline in the southeast quarter of section 26, and again in

the northeast quarter of section t^-x^^ the structure here appearing to

be an overturn overthrown to the south. It then turns due

west, forming a broad flat-topped ridge across the southern part of

6 S., 30 W., south of Hunter's creek, being crossed by the Cossatot

in section 31, northeast quarter, the anticline still being overthrown
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to the south. The high ridge between Sweeney's creek and

Hunter's creek is a good example of a synclinal ridge. From the

Cossatot the axis strikes a little south of west, the overturn flattens

down and is crossed by the Rolling Fork in 6 S., 32 W., the south-

west of the southwest of section 34.

The New Hope Anticline. —The third axis is crossed by the

Little Missouri in 6 S., 27 W., in the southwest quarter of section

12. It appears to form the ridge upon which the western half of

the Star-of-the-West and New Hope road is built. The lack of

marked topography prevented its being followed further west.

The Self Creek Overturn. —In 6 S., 26 W., section 11, northeast

quarter, is a good example of an overturn of the type shown by

E'F' in Fig. 14. This is probably a continuation of an anticline

crossed by Bear creek at the north township line of 6 S., 25 W.,

section 4. The strike would carry it south of west to a probable

overturn in the top of Pine mountain south of Star-of-the-West, 6 S.,

27 W., section 13. But the topography does not sustain that view.

The steep north side of the Pine mountain in 6 S., 26 W., has a

strike a little north of west. No outcrops were found in this part

of the ridge and all those found in adjacent territory have a strike a

little south of west, so that the ridge, though so marked, may not

conform to the structure in 6 S., 26 W. West of Star-of-the-West

the Pine mountain is deflected until it strikes about southwest, the

strike of the outcrops being the same. It ends abruptly at Fallen

creek.

The Gentry Overturn. —South of Gentry post-office is a ridge

two miles long, starting in a high knob at the southwest corner of

section 7, 6 S., 25 W., and maintaining a height of one hundred

and fifty feet in a south of west direction to the Little Missouri

river. This ridge gives the appearance of being an anticline over-

thrown to the north.

Bear Creek Anticlines. —An anticline is crossed by the Kirby-

Murfreesboro road in 6 S., 25 W., in the southwest corner of sec-

tion II. In the northeast corner of section 19, on a small tributary

of Bear creek, the dip suggests the presence of an overturn over-

thrown to the north ; this may be a continuation of the I^ittle Bear

mountain overturn. In 6 S., 26 W., the Little Missouri crosses an

anticline or overturn in section 24, the northwest quarter.

The Little Bear Motmtain Overturn. —The Little Bear mountain

overturn is in 6 S., 25 W. It begins in section 22, eastern part, at
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the Kirby-Murfreesboro road. Rising abruptly to a height of about

three hundred feet it runs at first northwest, then gradually swings

around until it runs a little south of west and ends abruptly in the

northwest corner of section 21. On the top of this ridge the

rocks, though not rising into a wall, present very much the same pe-

culiar structure as on the top of Antoine mountain. The sandstone

on top of this ridge, when not examined closely, bears a striking re-

semblance to novaculite in color, fracture and general appearance.

The structure is an overturn overthrown to the north.

Chimney Rock Anticline. —In 6 S., 26 W., section 36, southwest

of northeast, a mass of rock juts out from the east bank of the Lit-

tle Missouri, forming a perpendicular cliff one hundred and forty

feet high and tapering from a broad base to a narrow top. It is

known throughout the region as the " Chimney Rock." The dips

along the river for a mile or two are within a few degrees of per-

pendicular, and so give no clue to the structure, but the most

probable explanation is that the '' Chimney Rock" is in the axis

of a closely pressed anticline. Several anticlines may be crossed

by the river in sections 25, 26 and 36 without their presence being

recognized. One case on the west bank in section 26, southeast of

northeast, where a mass of rocks having the same appearance as the

" Chimney Rock," but on a smaller scale, is thought to be an anti-

cline. The topography to the west strengthens this view.

The Chimney rock anticline, or some anticline very close to it,

probably explains the structure of Jenkins' spring ridge, a high

ridge running a little south of west across the southern row of sec-

tions of this township, and is also responsible for the high ridge to

the east of the river. Evidences of an anticline appear in 6 S., 25

W., centre of section 27, on the Kirby-Murfreeeboro road.

Siruciure in Townships 7 and 8 Soi/th.

Silver Hill A fiticlinal Axis. —In 7 S., 30 W., section 6, south-

west quarter, the Cossatot crosses two anticlines, one at Antimony

Bluff, and one about three hundred feet further north. In 7 S., 31

W., the topography indicates that one or both of them passes

nearly due west, forming the high, flat-topped ridge upon which

Silver hill is situated. In 7 S., 32 W., an overturn with a north

dip is crossed by Robinson's Fork in section 8, northeast of the

northeast. The topography between the two prongs of the Roll-

ing Fork for several miles from their junction is extremely broken,

but it shows the strike of the rocks.
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Minor Anticlines. —In 7 S., 30 W., section 6, northwest quarter,

a single exposure indicating an anticline was found on the Cassatot.

In 7 S., 31 W., the Cossatot crosses two anticlines in section 12,

one in the northeast of the northeast, and another in the northeast

of the southeast. In 7 S., 32 W., the Rolling Fork crosses an anti-

cline in the southwest quarter of section 15, near the mouth of

Davis branch. It also appears to cross an overturn with north dips

in section 16 east of the centre.

Cave Creek Anticlinal Axis. —In 7 S., 29 W., section 9, near

the mouth of Cave creek, the Saline river crosses the Cave creek

anticline. Going west it forms an unusually straight valley running

a little south of west, down which Cave creek flows. This valley

is continuous from the Saline to the Cossatot, but near the Cossa-

tot it is deflected to the south, the axis appearing to be in a sharp

ridge in 7 S., 30 W., the northwest quarter of section 20. This

ridge ends abruptly in the northeast of section 20. In 7 S., 31 W.,

it forms the valley of a tributary of Stowe's creek, running through

sections 22 and 23. It is here indicated only by the parallel out-

crops of thin novaculite and siliceous shale. Through sections 19,

20 and 21 the axis is followed by Bellah creek, forming a broad

valley to the Rolling Fork in 7 S., 32 W., section 27. The shales

form bottoms on the Rolling Fork.

On the Saline river in 7 S., 29 W., section 16, its structure is

that of a simple anticline. To the west, its structure could not

be determined, but on Rolling Fork in 7 S., 32 W., low south dips

of 10° to 15° point to a monoclinal structure. Fig. 31 shows the

composite section exposed along the Rolling Fork.
Bellah Cr.

Fig. 31. —Section on Rolling Fork of Little river from Bellah creek southward.

The Blue Ridge Anticline —The topography strongly suggest that

the Blue Ridge anticline is a continuation of the '* Chimney Rock "

axis which runs west through the Jenkins' spring ridge. Jenkins'

spring ridge runs a little south of west to Fallen creek, and is cut

by two creeks. At Fallen creek it is questionably anticlinal.
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Then it runs due west to the New Hope- Centre Point road, where

it turns a little north of west to the Muddy Fork. Here the struc-

ture is anticlinal. From Muddy Fork to Rock creek it has a soutli

of west direction, and forms a high ridge in 7 S., 28 W.; in the

southeast of the southwest of section 2 it forms a high knob. The

anticlinal structure shows where the ridge is cut by Holly creek in

section 9, northeast quarter, and by Rock creek in section 18,

northwest quarter. From Rock creek west the high ridge continues,

forming a prominent bluff where it meets the Saline in 7 S., 29

W., section 16.

The Arsenic Cave Anticline. —The Arsenic cave anticline was

Fig. 32. —An overturned anticline at Arsenic cave on West Saline river

(7 S,, 29 \V., section 21).

first noted by Mr. Purdue on Muddy Fork in 7 S., 28 W., section

12, northwest quarter. In section 9 it shows where cut by Holly

creek in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter. From
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Holly creek to the Saline river it forms a high pointed ridge from

two hundred to three hundred feet in height, the anticlinal struc-

ture showing in several places. At the Saline it is overturned, and

where the axis crosses the river in 7 S., 29 W., section 21, north-

east of southwest, there is a small cave known as Arsenic cave.

Though the overturning does not show quite as plainly at the cave

as in several places, this was the only point at which a photograph

was obtained of the fold. Fig. 32 is a drawing from a photograph.

This axis could not be followed west of the Saline, but it may have

some connection with an anticline crossed by the Cossatot in 7 S.,

30 W., section ;^^, in the northwest of the southwest quarter.

Another axis appears to run parallel to the Arsenic cave anticline

but one-half mile south of it. This southern axis was found at

three places. In 7 S., 20 W., it is crossed by the Muddy Fork in

section 12, where it turns to the northeast, and by Holly creek in

section 16, northeast quarter. No trace of it could be found on

the Saline river. In 7 S., 30 W., it is crossed by the Cossatot in

section 33 at the township line.

Other A7iticlines. —In townships 7 and 8 S., 25 to 27 W., the

structure is much obscured by the over-lying water-worn material and

Cretaceous. An anticline is reported by Dr. Brannerand Dr. Hay^

as cut by Holly creek in 7 S., 28 W., section 28, northwest

quarter.

Several minor anticlines show in the banks of the Cassatot in

8 S., 30 W., section 4. as shown in the Cassatot section, PI. ii.

Red Bluff Anticline. —In 7 S., 25 W., a high ridge with a south

of west strike makes what is known as Red Bluff where cut by the

Little Missouri river in section 6, southwest quarter. The structure

appears to be an overturned anticline with south dips. Following

this strike in 7 S., 26 W., the dips give an anticline in section 8.

The Wall mountain anticline is shown by the topography to be

continued across the northern row of sections of 7 S., 25 W., and

south of Cow creek, but its extent to the west is unknown.

The Muddy Fork Overturn. —In 7 S., 25 W., section ro, north-

east quarter, Prairie creek crosses what appears to be an overturned

anticline with south dip. The topography strengthens this view.

A high ridge which starts abruptly in section 12 crosses Prairie

creek at this point and runs a little south of west to the Little

^ Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Kep. for 1888, VoL ii, p. 286.
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Missouri. At places the top of the ridge is strewn with great mono-

liths due to the outcropping of a heavy layer of sandstone. In 7 S.,

26 W., occur parallel lines of similar monoliths sometimes combin-

ing to form a low wall. These were found in the south half of

section j6, and north half of section 21, and suggest a similarity

of structure or continuity with the overturn exposed on Prairie

creek.

In 7 S., 25 W., the Muddy Fork crosses an overturned anticline

in section 20, northeast quarter just west of Muddy Fork post-

office. The strike places this upon the same axis as the Muddy
Fork fold.

Prairie Creek Anticline. —In 7 S., 25 W., Prairie creek crosses

an overturn in section 28, northeast quarter. This is one of the

few cases where an overturn can be traced as it folds over, then

under. This anticline is exposed also in section 30 on the Little

Missouri river.

Minor Anticlines. —In 8 S., 25 W., some evidence was found of

an anticline crossed by Prairie creek in section 5 near the north sec-

tion line, and by the Little Missouri in section 6, northern part.

In 7 S., 25 W., section 20, west of the centre, Mr. Hopkins de-

scribes the nose of a ridge which, at this point, is very suggestive of

an overturn with dips to the south.

In 7 S., 26 W., section 30, a mile north of Nathan, the perpen-

dicular dips indicate the presence of an anticline, and Dr. Hay ^

reports finding an anticline west of this on the Muddy Fork, near

the Nathan-Muddy Fork road.

VIII. Theoretical Deductions.

In this chapter we shall discuss briefly some of the problems pre-

sented by the structure described in the preceding chapters.

Origifial Extent of Folded Strata. —A folded layer of rocks does

not cover as much space as the same layer spread out, nor would it

be a difficult problem to ascertain the difference, if the folds were

completely exposed. When, however, it is remembered that we

have only an imperfect section along practically a single line

(not even a plane), and in addition to this many of the folds are

overturned, or so closely squeezed that their upward or downward

extension may be a few hundred feet or several thousand feet, and

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1888, VoL ii, p. 284.
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also that no correlation is obtainable in most cases, it is readily seen

that the problem is a difficult one.

The following method was adopted for obtaining an estimate of

the original extent of the folded strata upon the supposition that the

folds are not broken, but remain complete until eroded.

North and south sections on the scale of one mile to the inch

were made, as for example, down the Cossatot ; the structure and

dips accurately placed on it, and the folds theoretically completed,

and then measured with a scale. The folds were made as short

as could be done consistently, and the result may therefore be

regarded as conservative. Still this method makes no pretense to

accuracy, and the limit of error is certainly not more than twenty-

five per cent.

The two best examples gave the following results : The Cossatot

section, which is now twenty-four miles long, is estimated to have

had an original length of thirty-five miles. The Antoine section,

at present twenty miles long, is estimated to have had an original

length of thirty-five miles.

If it be assumed that the movement took place from the south,

the strata restored to their original horizontal position would spread

over the territory now included in all of Clark, Pike, Howard and

Sevier counties and the northern part of Nevada, Hempstead and

Little River counties.

Had such a method been adopted as that used by Prof. Claypole

in determining the original extent of a section across Cumberland

county. Pa., there is little doubt that instead of thirty-five miles,

we should have had between fifty and one hundred miles, as the

sections on Antoine creek and Little Missouri river, with their many
overturns, present much the same character of structure.^

Without going into a full discussion of the subject, we are led

to conclude, that while there has been an apparent shortening of

north-south cross-sections from their original position of not less

than five or ten miles, and possibly much more, did we know the

actual facts of the case, it is probable that such shortening has

really been very small, and that the strata occupy nearly the same

ground as that in which they were laid down.

Direction of Movement. —In determining the direction of move-

ment three factors have been used : the dip of the axial plane

of an anticline, or in the case of an overturn, the direction of over-

1 Claypole, Ajuerican Naturalist, Vol. xix, No. 3, March, 1885.
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throw ; the direction of dip of faults parallel to the strike ; the

general character of folding considered over the whole of the dis-

turbed region.

Thus, in the case of overturns, if they are overthrown to the

north, the dips being south on both sides of the axis, it is asserted

that movement came from the south. In this region, however, we

find overturns overthrown both to the north and south.

a

Fig. ^^. —Diagram illustrating the effect of horizontal pressure upon a hori-

zontal homogeneous bed.

ir- fL
Figs. 34, 35. —Diagrams showing the eff"ect of original dip upon ultimate

structure.

An examination of the subject seems to show that the real deter-

mining factor in the direction of overthrow is the initial dip of the

strata. Thus a perfectly homogeneous horizontal layer as in Fig. ^^a
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subjected to horizontal pressure, evenly applied, will not tend to

bend, but to be compressed, as in Fig. 33<^. If, however, as in Figs.

34« and 35^, it have a slight initial dip, the horizontal force will, at

the point or points of bending, be resolved into two components, one

tending to compress and the other to bend. Bending may then

take place, but all that is desirable to note here is that, if the bend-

ing is carried to overturning, the direction of overthrow is not

determined by the direction of movement, but by the direction of

dip, as suggested in Figs. 34^ and 35^.^

It is true that as a rule this dip will be toward the open sea, and

the testimony of other elements show that, in many cases at least,

the movement or apparent movement has been from the shore sea-

ward. In such a case the overthrow will be away from the shore,

and so there would be a tendency for the rule to hold good that

the overthrow is away from the direction of movement. But we

are led by the facts observed in this area where there exist over-

throws both to the north and south to believe that such reasoning

from the direction of overthrow is reasoning in a circle and not to

be accepted as trustworthy.

Another element is the direction of dip of faults. This, too, con-

tains the same objection, for, as shown by Daubree,'^ faulting parallel

to the strike is governed by the folding, and if, as we are led to

suspect, the folding is not entirely governed by the direction of

movement, we must consider the faulting as under the same limita-

tions and therefore not a trustworthy factor.

If a section across the Appalachians from southeast to northwest

be examined, it will be noticed that the folding, which is intense

at the southeast end, gradually becomes more and more gentle un-

til at the northwest end the strata become horizontal.' An ex-

amination of Fig. I, shows the same thing ; in this case the intensity

dies out from south to north. In such cases the evidence seems to

be strong, that movement, if any, comes from the direction of

greatest or closest folding. This suggests that the movement in

our region was from the south.

1 Dr. E. A. Smith has suggested the same explanation for overthrust and under-

thrust (^Am. Jour. Set., April, 1893, P- S^^), but as Mr. Ashley's paper was

written before the publication of that paper his explanation is allowed to stand.

—J. C. Branner.

2 Daubree, Geologie Expervnentale, Paris, 1879, p. 344.

3 H. D. Rogers, First Geological Survey of Pemisylvai^ia, 1S57.
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Bearing of Certain Features of the Region upon Theories of Moun-

taifi Making. —Reference was made in the description of Antoine

mountain (p. 273) to the peculiar appearance of the layers where

closely bent in the axis of the anticline. They have the appear-

ance of having broken into blocks, and of these blocks having ad-

justed themselves to their neighbors. The rocks on top of Little

Bear mountain present much the same appearance. In neither case

do the rocks show noticeable metamorphism, though they are

slightly closer grained than most of the layers.

Probably bearing on the same subject are the many cases noted

where solid layers are sharply bent into acute angles without show-

ing any sign of fracturing.

It has generally been assumed where such close folding without

fracturing occurred that it was due to the confinement put upon it

by the enormous vertical pressure of superincumbent beds. It be-

ing thought that, though the layer were under shearing stress far

beyond its ultimate strength, the great vertical pressure would be

sufficient to close every incipient fracture.

Some interesting experiments have been performed by Mr. Bailey

Willis of the United States Geological Survey^ in studying the

effect of a horizontal pressure on soft layers under a weight of half

a ton of shot. Some of these conditions were produced, and a

study made of tiieir action by graphical statics. Very similar re-

sults were obtained, but they led to certain questions presenting

themselves.

If we assume such a series of layers under a gradually increasing

horizontal pressure, the time will come when the bending compo-

nent of that pressure at some point of initial dip will be sufficient to

overcome the various resistances and forces opposing it, and the

layer will begin to bend. If, when the layer has bent slightly, we
make another examination of the components, forces and resist-

ances involved, we shall find that the slight bending has given the

bending component of the original horizontal pressure an advan-

tage, and it has increased at the expense of the compressing com-

ponent. On the other hand the resistances and forces opposing it

remain about the same, hence its movement would be accelerated,

and soon the bending would go forward with a rush until finally

the horizontal pressure is transmitted across the fold instead of

^ Bailey Willis, Transactions American Institute of Mining Efigineers,]\xnQ,

1892, xxi, 551-566; Thirteenth An. Rep. U. S. Geol. Sitrv.
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along it. If the force not used up by the first fold were great

enough other similar folds might be made.

Figs. ^^ to 35 outline the action, only the main or combined

forces or resistances being given in the figures. The conditions

assumed are similar to those of Mr. Willis' (L) model (not given

in the paper referred to). In this case the forces are only con-

sidered in reference to the main heavy layer, the others being as-

sumed to be soft shales with little power of transmitting pressure.

The question then arises, How can bending take place unless the

bending component be as great as assumed at the moment when

bending begins ? A study of the rocks of Antoine mountain and

elsewhere has led to this suggestion. May it not be accomplished

by a much smaller force by introducing the factors of great length

of time in connection with viscosity of solids?

It is now generally held that mountain making is a process of

thousands of years, the movement being, as a rule, so slow as to be

imperceptible, and yet we still cling to the idea that the forces and

resistances involved are such as would be involved in rapid

laboratory experiments. Thus a bar of stone is placed in the ma-

chine for testing the bending strength, and the result obtained is

used in the study of mountain making.

Experiments have shown that solids under pressure below their

ultimate strength but above tljeir elastic limit will flow in the same

way as will a plastic substance like putty. They have also shown

that the elastic limit becomes lower when more time is allowed

the pressure in which to act ; and examples have been found

of marble slabs, which have lain many years, bending^ under their

own weight without fractures, though when first placed in position

they would not have bent under several times that weight, and

would probably have broken before bending perceptibly. In Mr.

Willis' experiments it may be that the plasticity of the materials

made up for the shortness of time in which movement took place.

Weare led to the conclusion that the folding may be due in part

to flow of the cold solid rock under a comparatively small pressure

continued over a great length of time.

^Winslow, Am. Jour, of Sci., iii, Vol. xliii, p. 133. Ashley, Proc. Cal.

Acad, of Set., 1893, p. 319. See also Gibbs, Am. iyat.,\o\. iv, Jan., 1871, No.

II, Salem, Mass., p. 695.
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IX. Post-Carboniferous History.

Period from Carboniferous to Cretaceous.

If in the sections of PI. II the strata be restored above the sur-

face, it will be seen that a great amount of erosion has taken place.

The fact that the eroded upturned edges of the Carboniferous rocks

have the Cretaceous rocks resting unconformably upon them is suf-

ficient evidence that this erosion took place between Carboniferous

and Cretaceous times.

What was the extent and character of this erosion ? Mention has

already been made of the peculiar character of the topography along

the southern border of the area. Thus, if we start from the level

Cretaceous country and travel north over the Paleozoic, selecting a

road which avoids the immediate neighborhood of the larger

streams, as for example, the county roads to Amity from Arkadel-

phia, from Hollywood, from Clear creek, from Murfreesboro, the

Old Drove road north from Nathan, the old Stewart road from

Atwood toward Galena and others, we cannot help noting as we

leave the Cretaceous border and proceed northward that the almost

level character of the country continues without break, except

where small streams have made small valleys. The elevation

increases from two or three to eight or ten miles when east and

west valleys abruptly end the level surface. The lateral extent of

this flat country is governed by the encroachments of the nearest

streams on either side. In some cases where the tributaries of the

south- flowing streams run east and west the level topography

reaches out from the main divides and forms flat, minor east and

west divides, which extend almost or quite to the south-flowing

streams and form bluffs on those streams from 200 to 300 feet high.

In short, the whole topography suggests an original surface nearly

level, but rising gradually to the north and west over all the south-

ern portion of the region. Into this streams have later cut their

channels, in some cases to a depth of 200 to 300 feet, and in many

cases have eroded the surface to such an extent that all vestiges of

its original character are lost. The present northern boundary of

this flat country is exceedingly irregular, but in a general way is

indicated by the northward extent of the Post-Tertiary drift upon

the roads mentioned above, as shown on the maps. How far

north the Cretaceous extended is not known. A quarter of a mile
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west of Star-of-the-West a single piece of Trinity limestone was

found, and it is said that formerly such limestone was plentiful

at that locality. In 7 S., 32 W., or 33 W., near the north town-

ship line limestone full of fossils is reported as occurring plentifully

on a ridge west of Cross creek. This could not be verified. These

suggest the possibility of the Cretaceous deposits having been

originally laid down all over this region. This view is strengthened

by the character of the Cretaceous deposits, limestones, chalks,

etc., implying at least fairly deep waters over the region.

Cretaceous and Tertiary Periods.

During the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods the southern part of

Arkansas was the theatre of several gentle oscillations of level which

find record in the varying deposits bordering on the south.

For the details of this history the reader is referred to the Survey's

reports on the Mesozoic and Tertiary.^

Wemust, however, note the land epochs, as it was probably dur-

ing one or all of these land epochs that the present drainage sys-

tems of our region were inaugurated and fixed. Two have been

noted during the Cretaceous and another follows the Tertiary sub-

sidence.

Frequent references have been made to the way the main drain-

age streams cut across the structure, being influenced by the strike

of the folds only to a minor degree. In the novaculite area this

feature of the larger streams is still more marked, the Little Mis-

souri and Cossatot being good examples. In some cases these

streams cut across high ridges, when, by a short east or west offset,

they could have run around them.

Remembering that the Cretaceous strata were originally much

thicker than they now are, if we replace these deposits, which have

a gentle south dip, they would doubtless extend well northward

toward or to the Ouachita mountains. Supposing now the move-

ment of elevation takes place. These new strata would gradually

become a land surface. Streams would start from the point of

highest elevation and run seaward. If a map of western Arkansas

and eastern Indian Territory be examined, it will be found that

there is such a centre from which drainage flows in all directions.

This centre is in the neighborhood of the Rich mountains, at the

'^GeoL Stirv. of Ark., Rep. for 1888, VoL ii, p. 182; Rep. for 1892, Vol. ii.
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western end of the Arkansas base line. To tlie north runs the

Poteau river, to the northeast the Fourche la Feve, to the east the

Ouachita, to the southeast the Caddo and Little Missouri, to the

south the West Saline, Cossatot and Rolling Fork, to the southwest

the Mountain Fork of the Little river, and to the west the Black

Fork of the Kimishi river.

Wemay then assume that that region was the centre of elevation

for the land period that gave rise to the present drainage.

Wecan readily imagine a condition of things, such as at present

exists in the Cretaceous region, having previously existed over

the whole area. The creeks and rivers following the general slope

of the Cretaceous strata, entirely unaffected by the buried Paleozoic

sandstones. Then as they sink their channels until the Paleozoic

strata are reached, they find it easier to continue sinking their

beds than to force their banks and make new channels conformable

with the softer rocks.

If next, we suppose that, due to shore conditions, the thickness

of the beds diminished to the north, we can understand how

erosion would first expose the Paleozoic strata at the north and the

line of contact would gradually move southward until it reached

its present position.

As erosion began to cut deeply into the Paleozoic strata, the

minor streams yielded to the influence of structure and became in

time structural streams, and the larger streams, though maintaining

their first courses in a general way, became conformable to the

structure in minor details of their courses.

Li which of the land epochs the present drainage originated

and became fixed we do not know. It must be remembered that

these land periods each produced a nonconformity in the Cretaceous

and Tertiary rocks, so that it is not impossible that all the effects

of erosion during one land epoch may have been erased in the

next subsidence, new beds being laid down and the next land

epoch beginning a new system of drainage. However this may

have been, the evidence seems to show, that, at the end of the land

period following the Tertiary, the topography of most of our area

was much as it is to-day, therefore it will be discussed at this point.

Drainage of the Area. —The direction of the main streams

would be represented diagrammatically by drawing radiants from

the centre of drainage at the western end of the Arkansas base

line.

pnOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXVI 155 U. PRINTED AUGUST12, 1807.
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To the northeast of the Caddo are four smaller creeks, Blakely

creek, Prairie creek, Bayou Delile, DeRoche creek. Between the

Caddo and the Little Missouri are Terre Noir creek and Antoine

creek. The still smaller creeks are shown on the maps. As a rule,

the tributaries run at right angles to the main streams. Thus, the

Caddo runs nearly east, its tributaries nearly all run south, and this

same relation can be traced with but few exceptions to the Cossa-

tot, which runs south, but has east and west tributaries.

Going from east to west the general elevation increases more

rapidly on the north edge of the maps than on the southern ; con-

sequently the difference of elevation between points on the north

and south edges of the maps is greater in the western part than in

the eastern.

The effect of this is quite marked, both upon the character of the

streams and upon the topography ; this is still further intensified by

the direction of the streams in the eastern part, giving them the ad-

vantage of the longest side of the slope. Thus the Caddo and

other streams in that region may be characterized as a succession of

long, deep pools connected by short rapids having only a few inches,

fall. Further west the Cossatot and Rolling Fork are, for much

of their courses, shallow, rapid streams with but few stretches of

quiet water.

Comparatively speaking all the streams are rapid. The more

western streams probably averages between fifteen and twenty-

five feet fall to the mile ; the Caddo has a fall of seven or eight

feet to the mile.

In the same way the topography changes from east to west. In

the east it consists of broad valleys with many bottoms along the

streams. In the west the valleys are narrow, deep and steep-sided.

In the Cretaceous area the smaller streams are mostly surface

streams not having cut channels of any great depth. This, to a

large extent, is also true of the smaller streams of the Caddo valley,

though, where their courses compel them to cut across ridges, they

become more rapid and have abrupt banks. In the western part,

where the tributaries as a rule follow structural lines, they sink their

beds rapidly in the shaly strata, producing deep, narrow ravines, and

where these are quite numerous, the topography becomes exceed-

ingly broken.
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The Ovei'wash Gravels.

Spread over both the Cretaceous and Carboniferous areas is an

overwash of gravels, sands and occasionally a little yellow clay.

These deposits are of great thickness along the northern edges of

the Cretaceous rocks, while, as a rule, they are but thin on the Car-

boniferous beds. These gravels and cobbles are well-rounded or

flattened fragments of novaculite of almost ev^ery color, from black

to white, yellow being most common, followed by gray, red, brown

and a mottling of these. Sandstone boulders are also mingled

with the novaculite pebbles. These water- worn boulders vary from

the size of one's fist down, but occasionally they are as large as

one's head. Sometimes a hillside is covered with the novaculite

boulders bleached so white that they resemble snow.

Sometimes the gravels are cemented together by iron, forming a

conglomerate. Sometimes beds of considerable thickness are thus

cemented, as, for example, near Wolf Creek P. O., on Wolf creek,

Pike county.

The character of the overwash gravels is well illustrated in a fresh

cut near the depot at Arkadelphia on the side of the road running

north to the business part of the town.

Fk;. 36. —Section of gravel bed near the railway station at Arkadelphia.

FEET.

{a) A layer of sandy clay, red, mottled with gray,

at the bottom all gray, at the top all red 3-1

(^) A layer of yellowish red gravel from very fine

to the size of a hen's ^gg or larger i^
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FEET.

{c, d) A bed of fine gravel (c) into which there run

thin layers (d') of sandy clay without gravel, the

fine gravel being the size of a pigeon's Q:gg and

smaller 4

{e) Talus to level of road 2-4

As the cut was but a few days old when noticed, it seems highly

probable that the red color at the top of (^) is due to the oxidation

of the iron, the color where freshly exposed being gray; the grada-

tion from the pure gray at the bottom to the deep red at the top

exhibits very nicely the process of oxidation.

The relation of the bed of firm sand to the other beds of that

period is shown on Antoine creek in 8 S., 23 W. In section 14 it

forms a ten-foot bluff for a thousand feet, overlying two or three

feet of gravel.

At the Antoine crossing of the military road to Fort Towsen and

^^r-s-^TT^ Antoine , ^-.^i^fe^f^J-r ^drai" tji^i^-^ ^T:^s^ creek ^^r^a^ef-L "- " ^ T-Sia —

—

ffnrr-

Fig. 37, Section at the crossing of the Fort Towsoa load and Antoine creek

(8 S., 23 W., section 24).

above, section 24, it appears again, Fig. 37 being a cross section at

that point. Wehave :

FEET.

(a) Bed of gravel dipping east or southeast and ly-

ing on a soft, friable sandstone dipping 45° south 8

(^) Bed of firm sand with same dip 8

{c) Outcrop on east bank of soft yellow or brown

sandstone dipping 70° south, 25° west 3-5

(d) Thin bed of novaculite gravel 2

(^) Bed of very firm sand 8-10

(/) Gravel ?

The age of the sand in this case depends somewhat on the age of

the uppermost gravel, which is evidently the younger. But the

gravel on top may be a very recent deposit made by the creek.

The beds of gravel attain no great thickness in the Paleozoic
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region. In the northern part they usually consist of scattered

boulders, all the finer material having been removed. At the

northern edge of the area, over which it still exists in an undis-

turbed condition, it is comparatively thin. But going southward

it gradually increases until, at Centre Point, there is an exposure of

seventy-five feet of it in a bluff. Mr. Hill estimates that a mile

south of Centre Point it has a thickness of two hundred feet.^

The undisturbed gravel deposits occupy an irregular area on the

west side of the Ouachita river for a mile or two from the river, and

from a mile south of Social Hill to Rockport. They occupy all of

6 S., 19 W., except the northwest corner. Passing westward the

northern escarpment follows the Chalybeate mountain in an irregu-

lar line through 20 west, swinging south in ranges 21 and 22 west, it

crosses range 23 west about in the centre of 7 south. It reaches

this far north in each range to the west until the West Saline has

been crossed, west of which gravel was only noted in spots.

North of this line gravel was found in nearly every township east

of the West Saline river, occupying areas from five or six square

miles down to a few acres.

Generally these consist of scattered boulders of water-worn nova-

culite ; some show a little fine material as though they represented

fragments of undisturbed deposits.

All the beds of the creeks which rise among the novaculite

ridges contain more or less water-worn novaculite gravel, but in

those in the northeast part of the region this gravel sometimes con-

stitutes the valley bottom, the creek cutting down through it, and

in places exposing a thickness as high as six feet. Prairie Bayou,

Big Hill and Valley Fork of Point Cedar creek are examples of

this kind. In the centre of a large curve in the Caddo in 5 S.,

23 W., section 22, northwest quarter, the deposit of gravel reaches

a depth of thirty feet. It is not probable that these are original

undisturbed deposits, but remains of a subsequent deposit, made
when erosion carried the gravel from the higher ground and filled

the valleys faster than the streams could carry it off.

In 5 S., 28 W., section 24, Mr. Purdue found two elliptical knobs

or mounds one hundred feet or more long and fifty feet high, which,

to all appearances, seemed to be made up entirely of novaculite

water-worn gravel. One of them is known as Round mountain.

Distribution in Other Regions. —Without asserting an exact cor-

1 Geol. Stirv. of Ar/c, Ann. Rep. for 1888, Vol. ii, p. 40.
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relation, it may be said that there occur deposits of approximately

the same age and of the same character in Alabama, Mississippi,

Texas and Indian Territory.^

Age of the Gravel. —No fossils have been found in these gravels,

so that the only determination of their age possible is by their

stratigraphic position. They lie unconformably on the Paleozoic

and Cretaceous. Similar gravels overlie the Tertiary, and are

therefore of more recent origin, and on that account the age of the

gravels is given as Post-Tertiary.^

X. Economic Geology.

Minerals and Stones.

Minerals. —Many have been led by the disturbed condition of

the layers all over this area to think that mineral of some kind

must exist here in quantity. Much prospecting has been done and

many thousands of dollars expended in sinking shafts and prospect

holes, but all without results, except in a small belt in the northern

part of Sevier county. For convenience it may be well to consider

first this belt which is known as the antimony district.

The Antimony District.

The ores found in this district have been discussed in the Sur-

vey's report on Gold and Silver, to which the reader is referred,^

As Prof. Comstock misinterpreted the structure in this district, it

may be well to state that more fully.

Extent of the Antimony District. —As defined by localities in

which ore has has been found, the antimony district lies entirely in

^Tuomey, Second Biennial Report on Geology of Alabama, 1858, p. 144.

Hilgard, Report on the Geology and Agriculture of the State of Mississippi,

i860, pp. 3-46. Hilgard, Anier. Jour, of Sci., May, 1866. GeoI. Surv. of

Ark., Rep. for 1888, VoL ii, pp. 43-47.

2 Mr. Ashley's paper was written before the publication of the report on the

Tertiary of Arkansas by Professor Harris. The latter author has, in my opinion,

solved the problem of the age of these gravels. He regards them as shore de-

posits " laid down under similar conditions, though by no means in the same

geological epoch," and he thinks that their " rearrangement presumably took

place before the close of the epoch represented by the underlying stratified beds."

See An. Rep. GeoI. Surv. Ark. for 1892, Vol. ii, 7-9. The Tertiary Geology of
Southern Arkansas. By Gilbert D, Harris.

—

J. C. Branner.

3 Geol. Surv. of Ark., Rep. for 1888, Vol. i, p. 136, et seq. See also Wait^

Trans, of Am. Inst, of Mining Eng., Vol. viii, 1879-1880, pp. 42-52.
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township 7 S., ranges 29-32 W. inclusive; in 7 S., 29 W., how-

ever, the Busby mine is the only place, where ore was found. Thus

it may be said to be about twenty-four miles long by four miles

wide, and has a very slight south of west trend, occupying the

northern part of the eastern townships and the central part of the

western.

Prospectors report finding traces of stibnite north of this region,

but as in no case has it seemed to warrant the expenditure of time

or money in exploitation, the district may be considered as fully

comprehended in the limits given.

Structure of the District. —The structure in this district is

obscure, the topography is broken, and outcrops of bedded rock

are scarce. Such structure as was obtained was derived partly from

exposures in shafts and prospect holes. As shown in the Cossatot

section of PL ii, there appear to be about half a dozen anticlines

in the district, though only half that number could be found on

the Rolling Fork and on the West Saline. As shown in the sec-

tion, the anticlines are closely folded, giving many high dips. No
evidence of faults, which play such an important part in Prof. Com-
stock's interpretation of the structure, was found, but this must be

considered as having only a negative bearing, as faults doubtless do

exist all through this region. The Silver Hill anticline or anti-

clines have a strike of less than 5° S. of W. The Cave creek

anticlinal axis has a strike of from 5°- 10° S. of W.
The rocks in the districts are the same as all over the region

—

shales, shaly sandstones and sandstones. The thin bedded novacu-

lite occurs in such a way as to suggest that, if the strata under it

are Silurian, then the Silurian is extensively exposed in this belt, if

indeed it be not the predominating formation.

Character and Occurrence of Ore Deposits. —The ore deposits of

this district are in the form of bedded veins. While they usually

follow the bedding in strike and dip, they frequently run at small

angles to the dip, and it is claimed that in a very few cases small

deposits are found crossing the bedding, but none were seen. They

occur mostly in shale, but though a contrary claim was made, they

were also found in sandstones at several places. The veinstone is

quartz and varies from a thin layer, in which the quartz simply

forms a matrix for fragments of the country rock, to veins four

feet thick and very pure. The ore occurs as lenticular masses in

the quartz from two inches to twenty-two inches thick, and occa-
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sionally of considerable extent, as one mass is said to have yielded

over seventy-five tons of clean stibnite. This quartz veinstone is fre-

quently exposed at the surface as a low wall, and in one case in 7 S.,

32 W., sections 8 and 9, this is easily traceable for nearly a mile.

The veins are of such a character that there is always much uncer-

tainty about the occurrence of paying ore. A shaft at the Valley

mines has been sunk 230 feet and still shows good ore, while others

have run out in a short distance below the surface.

Along the Rolling Fork exploration revealed twelve ore-bearing

veins within two miles. In the region just south of Antimony City

it is claimed that five leads or veins have been found.

Similar quartz veins are common north of this tract in townships

5 and 6 S., but no ore has been reported from them.

Ores. —The main ore and the only ore as yet found in paying

quantities is stibnite. Silver and lead are found in small quantities.

In still smaller quantities or occurring only as traces were found

sphalerite, cervantite, jamesonite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, arseno-

pyrite, tetrahedrite, and a few others.

Ores Outside of the Antimony District. —There are a few places

north of the antimony district where the general appearance of

quartz veins suggests a similarity of conditions to those found in the

antimony district. But, with these exceptions, the remainder of

this Paleozoic area does not give evidence of containing ore of any

kind in any quantity ; in fact, in view of the careful prospecting

that has been done and the negative results obtained, strengthened

by a study of the geology of the region and the character of the

rocks, the evidence seems to be against the existence of pay ore in

the region.

Silver. —During the silver excitement a few years ago all the

northern edge of this territory in the eastern part was thought to

be included in the silver district, and a large portion of it was

taken up in claims. Much prospecting was done and many shafts

were sunk, but no one reports finding any silver, or getting an

analysis that gave more than a trace of it.

Very recently a prospect hole has been started just north of

Caney Fork P. O., based upon the finding of two or three small

pieces of silver at that point. One of the pieces seemed to be

almost pure silver, about the weight of a dollar. It had evidently

been run out and worn smooth ; it was certainly not as it came from

the earth, though still in the condition in which it was found. The
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finding of Indian ^' tools and hammers " in the same locahty might

explain the presence of the silver. For the tools are undoubtedly

Indian implements, such as are found all over the region, and in-

stead of suggesting an old mine, suggest a camping place. The

silver belonged to the Indians and was brought from nobody knows

where.

Traditions of rich silver mines are plentiful, but they always go

so far back and contain so many improbable factors that they may

be dismissed as of no value except to entertain the traveler.

Lead. —Lead is often reported as having been found in the region.

The localities given, though not definitely known, were all in the

Caddo valley. It is possible that a little lead may occasionally be

found, though the geology makes it appear improbable that it

should ever be found in any quantity.

Manga?tese. —The northern portion of the region borders on the

manganese district of southwestern Arkansas, and in a few instances

traces of manganese were found on anticlines well in the centre of

the region.

The ore, in quanties sufficient to color the joints in the sandstone,

is quite common. Occasionally it occurs in small masses as a con-

glomerate or mixed with iron. The original bed, or more properly

plane of occurrence, is a bed at the top of the novaculite series.

It partakes of the same folding as the novaculite, and will be found,

not as a level bed, but as an outcropping edge of the layer parallel

to the neighboring novaculite layer, and, except as modified by the

topography, usually running along the side hill of a novaculite

anticline.

The ore occurs in pockets difficult to mine and generally in very

small quantities. Those interested in the manganese of this part

of the State should consult the Survey's report on manganese.^

Iroft. —Iron as a commercial ore does not exist in this territory.

A few loose pieces of impure bog iron ore occur especially around

the chalybeate springs, where the sandstone is highly impregnated

with iron. With these exceptions iron exists here only as the color-

ing and cementing material of the red and brown sandstones and

conglomerates. Iron is sometimes found in the same bed as the

manganese, but as such deposits are properly north of the area in

every case, the reader is referred to the Survey's report on iron.'^

1 Geol. Surv.of Ark., An. Rep. for 1890, Vol. i.

^ Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1S92, Vol. i.
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Salt, Soda. —Though indefinite reports of salt having been found

in the region were frequently heard, all those that could be traced

out proved to have come from wells or springs in the Cretaceous

border on the south.

Soda is said to exist as an efflorescence in a cave on the Little Mis-

rouri in the northern part of 7 S., 25 or 26 W.
Summary of Mineral Prospect. —As far as shown by exploration

and exploitation up to the present time, paying ore has been found

only in a small belt in northern Sevier county, and but one ore,

stibnite, has been found in that district in paying quantities ; though

silver and lead ores have been found in small quantities. In speak-

ing of stibnite as a paying ore, it is meant that it might be remu-

nerative under more favorable conditions of transportation, smelt-

ing, etc. In the present state of things no reliable judgment could

be given on the future of the antimony interest in this region.

Whether the ores exist in quantity, or whether the richest deposits

have already been exhausted, are questions that cannot be answered

without a more thorough examination of the detailed geology of the

antimony district than the State Survey could undertake. The

output in 1890 was 54,188 pounds, but in August, 1892, none of

the mines were being worked.

Commercial Stone.

Building Stone. —It is possible that the ferruginous varieties of

sandstones may prove of value as building stones : they dress easily

and acquire a firm surface afterward, but on account of their brown

color it is hardly probable that such stone, even though its wearing

qualities be good, will ever be very popular.

There occasionally occurs locally a form of the sandstone, both

pleasing in appearance, and, judging from weathered fragments, of

good wearing quality. It is a slightly metamorphosed white or

light gray sandstone, and varies from a sandstone hardly altered to

an almost pure quartzite, the harder varieties, however, being too

hard to work easily and therefore of less value. A typical outcrop

occurs on Winfield creek, just below the junction of the east fork in

7 S., 21 W., section 10, northwest quarter. An outcrop on An-

toine mountain in 6 S., 23 W., section 19, and one reported by Mr.

Hopkins on Prairie creek in 7 S., 25 W., east of the centre of sec-

tion 10, might be mentioned, and numerous other small outcrops

were noted.
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Considering the great extent of country to the south and east

without building stone of any kind, it was hoped that stone of value

would be found in this, the nearest of the rock-covered mountain

country. At present rock is used here only for lining chimneys,

the ferruginous sandstone and slabs of laminated sandstone being

used for the purpose.

Millstone Grit. —Grits have been noted and described in preced-

ing chapters. Rock of this kind is fairly abundant, but it is only

here and there that it is firm enough to be used as millstones. Quite

a number of these have been cut from it, several having come from

the outcrop on top of the Chalybeate mountain just west of the

Caddo river in 6 S., 20 W., section 14.

It is claimed by some that the meal ground with these stones is

always gritty, and whether for that or some other reason, there are,

as far as could be learned, none of the millstones running at present.

Grindstones. —A few attempts have been made to cut grindstones

from the sandstone. None of these were seen, however, nor could

it be learned just what kind of sandstone was used. Some stones

were obtained from the part of the Chalybeate mountain east of the

Caddo, whence that portion of the mountain took the name of

Grindstone ridge. Similarly Grindstone creek, a tributary of An-

toine creek in 8 S., 23 W., section 15, took its name from the occur-

rence there of a gritty sandstone from which grindstones have been

made.

Slates. —The only places where slates give promise of any value

is along the Rolling Fork in 6 S., 32 W. ; and west of there near the

State line, Owen reports good slate. ^ But it is doubtful if these

have sufficient value to pay for working.

XI. Agriculture, etc.

Soils.

The soils of the region are of three kinds :

1. The red and brown soils of the overwash gravels.

2. The residuary soils formed by the decomposition of rocks in

place.

3. The alluvial or river bottoms soils. These will be taken up in

this order.

The Overwash Soils, —The overwash soils consist of gravel and

1 Owen, Second Geol. Surv. of Ark., p. 112.
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sands with some clay. As shown by analysis, they are lacking in

lime, and, over much of the region, the proportion of gravel to sand

is so large as to make the land of little value with present modes of

farming.

However, when the value of fertilizers becomes recognized, it is

probable that this section, with its level yet well-drained areas, will

form some of the most desirable agricultural land in the region.

At present a great forest of pine with some hard woods covers

nearly the whole exposure of the overwash ; there are but few farms

and habitations on it at present.

Residicary Soils. —Residuary soils are those formed by the decom-

position of the underlying rocks, and, as in this region these rocks

are mostly sandstones, we have little else than sands with some
clayey sands in the valleys.

Almost universally these soils have been enriched by the decaying

leaves of the all-prevailing forest. This gives, when first cleared,

considerable fertility, but as fertilizers are for the most part wholly

unknown, or unthought of, this richness lasts but a {^w years.

There is no doubt but that this soil, primarily rich, may, by proper

care and the use of fertilizers, be made not only to maintain in-

definitely its fertility, but even to become more productive with

time. Proof of this exists in the very rare cases where some one

does use fertilizers, with the result of every year raising twice as

much to the acre as any of his neighbors, and each year leaving the

land in better condition than the year before.

Alluvial Soils. —The alluvial soils form the bottom land along

all the streams of any size. They are the cream of the agricultural

lands. The reason for this is that they not only combine all the

elements found in the other soils, but the rich vegetable mould,

which in the residuary soils forms a layer on top, is here dissemi-

nated from top to bottom, so that they retain their fertility a long

time. The idea so generally held that they will retain their fer-

tility indefinitely is of course not correct.

The bottom lands are generally flooded lands upon which the

river has for long periods deposited its load of silt and mud, until,

having changed its course or deepened its channel, the land is left

suitable for use. They are lacking in lime, as no lime is touched

by the depositing streams. A few of them are still subject to over-

flow in highest water, which, to some extent, renews their fertility.

Amelioration of Soils. —Fortunately the work of Geological Survey
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has shown that in the Cretaceous region there are extensive deposits

of gypsum, marls and chalks containing the elements needed by

these sandy soils.

^

The present methods of farming require that new clearings be

frequently made and new fences built. The same amount of labor,

expended in fertilizing, would increase crops, and increase the value

of land.

Timber.

Timber is at present the greatest latent source of wealth, and in

consequence of the roughness of much of the region it will always

play a considerable part in the sources of income. In the southern

half of the region, where the Pleistocene gravel occurs, the timber

is mostly pine; in some districts it is exclusively so, except in the

creek bottoms. In the rest of the region both pine and hard wood
are found, the latter being the more abundant and consisting

largely of oaks.

This mountain timber is said not to be as even-grained as

that growing in the bottoms, but has less sap and greater durability.

Of the oaks, the white oak is most abundant ; red oak, post

oak and others occur less frequently. The short-leafed pine is

probably more abundant than any other single species of tree,

especially over the gravel-covered area of the southeast, where mag-
nificent forests of it are common. Sweet and black gum are plenti-

ful in the southern and eastern part, and in the same part of the area is

much holly. Cedar has been plentiful along the Cossatot and Rolling

Fork ; ash, hickory and many other valuable woods are well scat-

tered over the region. As before stated, the whole area is one vast

forest except for the few clearings made for cultivation.

At present, from lack of transportation facilities,^ these forests

have only a nominal value. But the timber near the railroad is

being cut so rapidly that already the lumbermen are beginning to

reach into this area. For this reason timber here has a prospective

value sufficient to make it worthy of careful saving. At present it

is treated in a most wasteful manner.

Relation of Geology to Culture. —The relation existing between

the portions of a region under cultivation to the geology of the

region is seldom more interestingly shown than in this area. The

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., Rep. for i88S, Vol. ii, Chaps, xxii-xxvii.

2 This report was written before the construction of the Kansas City, Pittsburg

and Gulf Railway through the western part of Arkansas.

—

J. C. Branner.
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two factors in the geology are the shales and shaly sandstones and

the structure which governs the exposures of these shaly layers.

The shaly layers for a number of reasons being favorable for

cultivation, the structure that brings the shales to the surface brings

culture.

If on a map of the region all the land under cultivation were

shaded, it would be found that instead of being irregularly scattered,

the shaded portions would run in belts, some narrow, others broad,

while between them in several places would be belts of almost

entirely unshaded territory, sometimes several miles broad, and from

twenty-five to seventy-five miles long.

These broad belts of unsettled territory are frequently nearly

level, or but slightly rolling, but they are mostly uplands. The one

feature which distinguishes them is that they are outcrops of the

great sandstone beds which form the upper portion of the columnar

section of the Paleozoic strata of this area.

The strips of well-populated country run east and west, following

the structure, and as they are almost exclusively confined to the

valleys, the valley features of the topography will be briefly re-

viewed.

On the eastern sheet the largest valley is the Caddo valley, con-

tained mostly in township 5 S., and running from the Ouachita

river to the divide between the head waters of Antoine creek and

the Little Missouri river. It is enclosed on the north by the Trap

mountains and Brooks mountain, and on the south by the Chaly-

beate mountain and its continuation westward. Its main stream is

the Caddo, and in it is contained the best farming land in the area,

as well as the largest villages.

Notice the arrangement of the post-offices in this valley. On
the Prairie Bayou anticline are Social Hill and Saunder's. South

of them lie, in a line, Maddry, DeRoche, Bismarck, Valley, Point

Cedar and Big Elm, not all on the same anticline, but on the major

anticline.

At its western end the Caddo valley is broken into four minor

valleys by three ridges : Rock Creek valley just north of Pine moun-

tain ; Antoine valley between Pine mountain and Big Bear moun-

tain ; Woodall valley between Big Bear mountain and Antoine

mountain, and Walden valley between Antoine mountain and

Straight and Wall mountains. The valleys in each case take their

names from their main streams and are all well settled.
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South of the Chalybeate mountain is a well-marked valley, known

as the Chalybeate valley. This is wedge-shaped, with the point

at Antoine creek in 6 S., 23 W., section 34, widening out to the

east between the Chalybeate mountain and the high ridges in the

north tier of sections of 7 S. At the eastern end it opens out

and merges into the flat country in that direction. Its principal

streams are those forming the head waters of the Terre Noir.

Caney Folk valley is an east and west valley a little further south.

Starting from the head of Caney Fork of Antoine creek, 7 S., 24

AV., section 7, it runs east, becoming lost in the level country north

of Hollywood. From west to east it is bounded on the north by Wall

mountain. Straight mountain and the ridges south of the Chaly-

beate valley, and on the south by the high east and west ridges

which form the north edge of the old base level in the centre of 7

S., 21-24 W. It is followed all the way by the Arkadelphia-Mur-

freesboro road. In the area covered by the western sheet no such

marked valleys occur. There are, however, a few belts, sometimes

of indefinite limits and extent. They generally represent major

anticlines, on which may be several minor anticlines. In these

cases the folding as a whole is such that shales have been quite

freely exposed, and it is along these belts that the land has been

taken up and in which most of the settlements occur, so much so

that, if the land under cultivation were indicated on the map, it

would quite fairly outline these structural features as previously sug-

gested.

Such a belt usually occurs just south of the novaculite ridges,

as between WarmSpring and Brooks mountains on the north and

Pine mountain on the south. It is indicated by the post-offices:

Rock Creek, Wilson, Lodi, Langley, Port Logan and Ethridge.

This is but an extension of the Rock Creek valley above mentioned.

The Antoine valley extension of the Caddo valley runs north

•of the Bear mountains and the Pine mountain in 6 S. To the north

it extends toward the Pine mountain south of Rock creek. In the

western part of 6 S., 27 W., the western extension of this valley is

joined by a continuation of Woodall valley and then runs a little

south of west. It is bordered on the north by White Oak creek

and Silver Hill anticlinal axes, and on the south by Blue Ridge

anticlinal axis and Cave Creek anticlinal axis. This belt follows

the structure and shows the same lithological characters over the

whole distance ; in fact the same as those alon^ the same strike to
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the Ouachita river. Kirby, Gentry, Star-of-the-West, New Hope

and other settlements lie through the centre of this valley.

To the north of this belt the Brushy Branch anticlinal axis

exposes shales and produces a low and well-inhabited area.

The Galena and Little Possum creek anticlines in like manner are

not productive of strong topographic features and are well under

cultivation.

Water Poiver. —Most of the larger streams carry some water all

the year round. In the eastern part, however, the larger streams

present but few opportunities for obtaining water power ; though in

a few places, as on the Caddo, where the stream makes a long and

close bend or horseshoe, power might be obtained by carrying

water over the neck at some narrow place.

In the western part the streams have more fall and opportunities

for obtaining power are frequent. Many small mills and cotton

gins exist there already. In many places the topography is such as

to render the building of dams of twenty or thirty feet height, a

comparatively simple problem. There are no falls of mo/e than

a few feet, unless the Falls of the Cossatot be counted such (the

stream here drops between twenty and thirty feet by a series of

small jumps in a space of less than a quarter of a mile), but in many

places where ridges are cut through, the channel is narrow, giving

facilities for building dams, while the fall is so rapid that but little

land would be flooded by back water.

With the utilization of such cheap power there is no reason why

cotton and other products, instead of going south to the railroads

and then north to the mills, should not here be converted into cloth

and other manufactured products.

Mifiera! Springs. —Several mineral springs have become quite

well and favorably known as summer watering places for people

from south Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas. The best known of

these are :

Mineral Springs in 8 S., 22 W., section 18.

Jenkins' Springs in 6 S., 26 W., section 34.

Baker's Springs in 5 S., 30 W., section 14.

Gillam Springs in 4 S., 30 W., section 22.

Tyra Springs in 5 S., 32 W., section 2.

Bog Springs in 5 S., 32 W., section 10.

All of these springs are pleasantly located. At the present time

the Mineral Springs in Clark county and Jenkins' Springs are the
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only ones much resorted to. The former is described in the Sur-

vey's report on mineral waters.
^

Mineral Springs, Clark county, are two miles northeast of

Antoine post-office, a quarter of a mile south of the military road,

immediately on the Amity- Okolona road. Seven springs issue

near each other and one larger spring a short distance away. These

springs are well tiled and the large one has a cover. The water

issues from a dark-colored, sandy deposit, with streaks of black

shale or clay, all of which are probably of Cretaceous age. These

beds dip to the south at an angle of 45°. The place is used as a

local summer resort and camping place. An open Methodist

Chapel, a dozen or more summer cottages and frames for a number

of tents have been built at this locality.

The others have all been largely resorted to. For the past few

years it has been claimed that there have been as many as five hun-

dred people spending more or less of the summer at Baker's Springs.

The principal constituents of these springs is given by Owen ^ as

follows :

Analysis of Baker's Stdphur Spring Water.

" Carbonate of alkali, which is probably in the state of carbon-

ate of soda.

'' Chloride of sodium.
*' A small quantity of free sulphuretted hydrogen.

*' Traces of sulphate of soda and magnesia.

" When boiled down it exhibits strong alkaline properties. Its

medical properties are a mild laxative ; a diuretic, antiscorbutic,

slightly alterative and strongly antacid. This spring rises from the

slate at the base of a ridge of quartzose sandstone.

"There are also several other mineral springs in this neighbor-

hood, in Polk county. One at Samuel Gray's on section 20, Town-

ship 5 north. Range 29 west, its temperature 58°, the air being 52°

(also known as Shurd's Sulphur Spring, G.H.A.). The main char-

acteristic constituents of this water are:

'* Carbonate of soda.

" Chloride of sodium.

1 Geol. Surv. of Ark., An. Rep. for 1891, Vol. i, p. ill.

2 Second Geol. Surv. of Ark., i860, p. 97.
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'' Sulphuret of sodium.
^' Traces of sulphate of soda.

*' Traces of sulphate of magnesia.

"Its medical properties will be found to be analogous to those

of Baker's Spring.

"Nathan Aldridge's Sulphur Spring contains the same constitu-

ents, only differing slightly in the proportions."

As shown in PI. ii, these springs all rise from the same layer of

shale.

The principal constituents of the Gap Springs are given by

Owen as :

" Chloride of sodium.

" Sulphate of soda.

" Sulphate of magnesia.

" Bicarbonate of alkali.

"And probably a little sulphuret of alkali.

" A trace of carbonate of lime."

An examination of the so-called alum spring gave indications

of the same ingredients, with the exception of the absence of sul-

phur, the presence of iron and a larger proportion of sulphates.

These waters will have a mild, aperient effect, combined with a

slight alterative action on the system."

Tyra springs in 5 S., 32 W., section 2, consist of a number of

springs on the north bank of a small tributary of the Rolling Fork

of Little river just west of Hatton Gap. The south bank and bed

of the stream are novaculite, so that they appear to come from a

layer of shale immediately overlying the novaculite.

Bog Springs are located in the pass of Cross creek through South

or Bog mountain on the west side of the creek. They flow out

from the foot of the mountain only a few yards from the creek.

The principal spring forms a considerable bog.

As a rule, this area of Carboniferous rocks is well supplied with

springs, and the streams are remarkably clear and the waters soft.


